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1,,IYTHS

General. Introduction

How was the world made? Where did the first people live? Why
are we here?
To all of these questions people have sought answers for thousands
of years. One way of answering man's questions is by myths. -by

stories
stories te.Uirtg how the wokl,F31 wtta made, 1.vho

tb.e

t-

seasons crane about, and what our future might be.
For the next few weeks you will be rAading some of the rnsst important

myths. As you read, try to see how the stories we call myths differ
-from the stories we call fables or p7overts . You wit' read about the
wily Loki; the brave Prometh^us, who stole fire from the gods; about
Old Man Madtunba, who made the world. YrAt will read myths which
come from places thousiinds of miles arartssisfrom ancient Greece,

from the cold Northland, from the America of the Indians. Yet you
will see something surp rising; Its they explain the creation of the world
or describe a hero, for insftnce, many of the myths resemble each
other.
Why is this EP,-4? We are not sure: perhaps the reason is that all
people came £rom the same part of the world and carried their myths
with thetti. Or perhaps it shows that all people at all times have been
intersted in seeking answers to the questions we puzzle over: Why
v,tits I born? Where did the opting come from? Who made the world?
They answer these questions in the form of stories, invented by
unknown people. Of course, at one time these stories were believed;
we call this belief a religion. You should keep in mind that a very
long time ago, the Golde;a Age was as seal to the Greeks as the Garden
of Eden may be to you

Introduction to Greek 11.1
Before we look at the tories the Greeks told to explain their ways
of life, let us look at the world they lived ors and the even more
exciting world they imagined.
As a look at a map or at a globe will show, the Greeks lived on a
group of tiny isles and jagged peninsulas in the Mediterranean Sea.
Their world seems very small to us, but to them it was dramatic.
There were mountains towering high into the sky: lush plains, and an
ever-threatening though beautiful blue sea. Because of that sea,
however, only the bravest sailors ventured very far from their homes.
As a result, they imagined a world within and beyond their horizon.

The world itself, they thought, was fiat and round like a plate--

-2and they /itred right in the center of it. In the center of Greece was
Mt. Olympus, where the gods lived. Around the earth flowed the
River Ocean- - flowing steadily, untroubled by tempest, supplying the

water for the sea and the rivers.

To the north lived the Hyperborean, a happy race. They dwelled
beyond the cold mountains and chilling winds that blasled the people of
Greece. Iiistead, the liyperboreans' world was one of perpetual spring,
of bliss. Their country could not be reached by land or sea. They
never worked; they were never sick; they never died.
To the south lived another happy people, the Ethiopians; to the west
lay the Elysian Fields. It was there that heroes and other mortals
were taken to live in blissful immortality. From the east rose the
dawn, sun, moon, and stars It was from there that the sun-god drove
his chariot on his daily journey aroune the earth.

3ecause the Greeks had not journeyed to the four corners of the
earthexcept in their imaginationsthey peopled the distant lands
with wicked enchantresses, one-eyed giants, and cruel gods.
THE CREATION

How did the Greeks think the world came to be? "The

Creatime tells the story. As you read the passage, see if you can
deteritAine a pattern that develops Does the Greek picture resemble

your own ideas about the origin of the world?
Text: See your Bocik of Myths

gestions for Discussion
1. As you think about this story and the others you will read in this
unit, remember that the gods and goddesses were not real people,
but existed only in the imagination of the Greeks. We give names
to hurricanes--Dora, Hazel, and other girls' names-but the Greeks
went one step further. They not only gave names to such great
natural forces as wind and ocean and sun--Aeolus, Poseidon, Apollo- but they gave these forces human personalities as well. For them,
these forces (gods and goddesses) became very real. The Greeks
worshipped these deities; this was in fact their religion.
Because the names are Greek, and therefore strange to you, retell in
your own words the story of how the earth came into being, taking care
to pronounce the names correctly. The more you use the names,
the less strange they will seem.

2. According to this story, what was the most significant stage in
creation? What do you think the arrows and torch of Eros might
stand for?

-33. What might the first three monsters born to Gala and Uranus
represent? And the three Cyclopes?
4. How did Cronus help establish order on the earth? Why did he
have to get rid of his father first?

5. The new order was not perfect. As Uranus flea, his drops of
bl)od turned into Furies. What do you suppose they are an attempt
to explain?

If we regard this ancient story as an imaginative explanation for
natural phenomena, how does it compare with our modern knowledge
of the history of the earth? Trace the steps in the myth from chaos
to the separation of earth, sky, and gsea. Is it very much like what
science tells us about the history of the earth?
S.

THE GOLDEN AGE

All of us like to look hack upon "the good old days" when things
were much better than they are now. So did the Greeks, and they
called these happy times the "Golden Age. " This is the world that
Cronos ruled over and the next passage tells what it was like.

Text: Smycur .P.00liofiktke
estions for Discussion

1. Who created man, according to this story? What were the two
features that distinguish man from the animals? Was it an accident
that he was made this way?
2. Why was this period of man's life known as the Golden Age? Why
could it not last?

3. Do you think such a perfect life ever existed? Does it remind you
of any other story you have heard?
4. It must have seemed a shame to the Greeks that fiuch perfection

should be wasted. How did they ensure that the good men had iv
lived in vain? Does this remind you of any similar belief in any
other culture?
Su

sitiom n

If you were Crows, seting up your own paradise, what would it be
like? 'Who would live there? What would people do all day long? What
would they eat? Write ez paragraph describing rJur golden age, or make
a brief speech to the class about this subJeeto

- 4WAR IN HEAVEN

But the lush world of the Golden Age wee not to last. even
though Cream was still ruling, he was ruling under a curse put
upon him by his own father. In this next story you will see now
curses begat cruelty: see how Cronos treats his own e.laildren
because of the curse. However, a new hero begins to take over.
He you will read of the aruggles of Zeue as he seizes power
a king of the gods.

7:ext: :Sclzor Boots)
ticieltions for Disce21Le

IL VW" did Prometheus side with Zeus? Do you see any significance
in the fact that Prometheus had created man? Why did Cronus have
to go?

2. Neither Cronus or Zeus was powerful enough to win the war alone.

Who helped Zeus to win? Why?

3. What human characteristics are given to the, gods in this story?

4. Can you explain the gifts the Cyclopes gave to Hades, Poseidon,
and Zeus?
5. If we contirate to read these otories as explanations,: of natural phenomena.

what might the war in Heaven represent? save you heard of a similar
story from another source?
So

What have you noticed about the way these stories have been told?

A great deal of violence and bloodshed has been recorded. Has the
writer passed any judgment? Hags he given any opinions? Does this
kind of writing remind. you of any other literature you have studied
this year? What does it tell you about the origins of these stories?

7. There seems to be an inevitability about everything that happens,
and no amount ref scheming on the part of the gods can prevent things

from happening once the courselas been set. For instance, Zeus
had to win the ware but what previous action made tbis necessary?
Can you see a pattern of order, one event making another inevitable,
or is it just luck? Discuss this idea.
THE REIGN OF ZEUS

Now that he Se: triumphed over Cronos and the Titans, Zeus
begins to set hie house in order. The following passage will tell
how he did so. Note carefully the names of his family; you will
be hearing about them the rest of your life.

Text: See our Book of uthil

-5

Questions for Discussion
Have you ever been invited to a large party while you were visiting
in a strange city? Could you remember who everybody was, and
get their relationships straight? Perhaps you feel equelly
bewildered after this introduction to the gods on Mount Olympus.
The following questions are simply to help you get to know the gods
better and feel at home with them.
Zeus, of course was the most powerful god on Mount Olympus.
Who shared the power with him to rule ,.tee sea and the underworid?
1.

2. Who was the queen of the gods? What was she like?
3. What was, strange about the birth of Athene? What was she

like?

4. Who was Hephaestus?
5. Old King Solomon was said to have had a thousand wives. We

don't know how many Zeus had, but Hera, the queen, was obviously
not his only wife. Who were the two children of Zeus and Leto?

S. Who was Hermes, and what was his job?
7. Who was the goddess of love and beauty? Who was her husband?
8. Who was the god of war?

9. Who was the nicest of the gods and goddesses? What was her
relationship to Zeus?

Zeus had yet another sister, besides Hera and Hestia. Who
was she? Who was her daughter ?
10.

no

Which god had a mortal mother?

12. What was different about. Pan?

S.tagtestejrzerck9,
Make a "family tree of the gods to help you keep them Weight.
You could make a small one for your- notebook, or a large one for
the bulletin hoard. Find out more about one of the gods or goddesses,
and report your findings to the class. If several people each prepare
a repo..;14, the class will learn quite a lot about several of the gods.

a

-sTHE SILVER AGE

Why did Zeus order the men of the Silver Age to be destroyed?
Have yoti heard of any other story telling about the whole world
being °cvered by flood waters? Was the same reason given for the
destruction of men? Did the men in this story have cause to
complain? Do people today feel they are being punished for wrong
doing when a natural catastrophe strikes them?
THE GODS Vire IvISELVES

In many respects, the gods resembled men, although they differed
from men in some important ways. Write a few paragraphs
explaining the role the gods played in the..lives cif the ancient Greeks.
Describe the way they lived and behaved, and why they were important
in the lives of ordinary people. Do you think the people behaved
better than they would have if they had not been conscious of the
nearness of the grog?
PROMETHEUS BRINGS FIRE TO MAN

Thus far we have been reading chiefly about the gods themselvest
However, the gods often took a very active part in the progress of
man. Whereas some wanted to help man, others--even Zeus

Itself wanted to keep certain kinds of knowledge to themselves.
The god Zeus was like "Supermen, " wiser and more powerful than
mortals. He was not always kind or just; he became angry and resentful
with men on earth. He wanted to keep the secret of creating fire
from man. This myth illustrates Prometheus' =selfish devotion
to man. Was it willful disobedience to Zeus that led Prometheus
to steal fire for mankind?
Text: Se ttzour Book gLIAVIA

questions for Discussion
I. What geographical changes had taken place in .the world since the
reign of Cronus t How did these changes affect the lives of men?

2. Why did men complain and feel bitter abcut the gods? Was it
just because of the hardships of life, or was there another, more
important reason?

3. Why was Prometheus so interested in men? Why did he try to per
Zeus to help them?

4, Was Zeus a just ruler? What was his attitude towards men?
5. Why was the secret of fire so jealously guarded by the gods?

"

6. How did Athena help Prometheus ? Why do you suppose she
and Prometheus were such good friends?

Every story has a leeginning, middle, and end. What would you
say make up the three parts in this story?
7.

In this story Zeus is the "bad guy" and Prometheus the "good
guy." How does the author ehcose details that help you know this?
9. /n this myth the author made Prometireus a symbol of something

very desirable. As you remember, a symbol is a person or an
object that stands for an idea. What elf) you think Prometheus might
symbolize? What does "promethean" mean?
THE PUNISHMENT OF PROIVIErsTSUS

Although Zeus could chain Prometheus and cause him great Fiuffering,
he could not destroy him. In what way was Prometheus :move powerful
than Zeus? How do you explain it? Discuss other examples you know
of when naked power was helpless against the stronger force of love.

In order to understand why men became "rebels and grumblers,
obtain further information about many changes which occurred during
the three ages of men on earth.
1.

2. For a highly ima

tive story about Prometheus, read

' Paradise of Children ' in Tan lewood Tales by Nathaniel Hawthorne°

Tell it to the class; or work up a s 't an act it out in front of the
class.
For Cqunaosition

Prometheus gave man the secret of fire. Today man has unlocked
the secret of the sun and possesses the power of nuclear energy.
Was Zeus right? Has man now become as powerful as the gods ?
Imagine Hermes jas just hurried into the dining room of.the gods
on Mount Olympus to bring news of the explosion of the first atomic
bomb. What will Zeus say? Will Prometheus still say he is right?
Let your imagination have free rein, and write an account of the
reaction of the gods to the news.
PANDORA'S BOX

Zeus was a very angry with mankind, because one of the giants,
Prometheus, had stolen fire from Heaven and given it to men. In
revenge for this theft Zeus decided to send evils upon all mankind.
How could he do this? He asked the gods to create Woman, "the
worst punishment he could think of. "

According to ancient mythology, Pandora, the Woman, was
responsible for releasing all the ills and miseries of the world
on man. Why did she do this? She was "endowed with the first
feminine curiosity.

Because Zeus wanted men to be able to bear their troubles without
destroying themselves, he gave one good gift. Despite all his
illnesses and problems, ntankind always has . . . hope.
Text: Qtes eeter Tzrtnk of

Questions for Discussion

If Zeus wanted to punish men for accepting fire from Prometheus,
why did he not strike them with his lightning bolts? What was to be
gained by having Pandora release the evil?
1.

Bo V /hose fault was it that Pandora opened the box? Is Epimetheus
to be blamed at ail?

3. Why had Prometheus put hope in the chest along with all the
terrible evils? What knowledge of the future of man does this
imply? Did this ruin Zeus's revenge? Explain.
4. A writer uses a definite pattern for the organization of his
ideas in telling a story. The simple plan used !..n "Pandora's Box"
has three parts: The why or cause of what happens, the details
of "what happens," and the "how were things changed" or the
effect. Can you find these three parts of the story?

5. Does the writer of the story blame Pandora for opening the box?
Does he blame Zeus? Does he think men deserved what they got? Do
you know at all what he thinks?
6

What natural phenomena does this myth attempt to explain?
DEUCALION AND THE FLOOD

In the story about Deucalion and Pyrrha the gods shared their
supremacy over mankind and their power to yenish him for his
evil. Because "evil and crime walked abroad" the gods decided
to destroy the world and create a new race. Why did the wisdom
bf Prometheus, "he who thinks before, " save mankke4?

9.1 ofs
Quest,ionslor

Discussion

1. Does this story remind you of another? Now did Deucalion and
Pyrrha resemble Noah and his wife? Why did Zeus decide to spare
a.
them?

-s2. Why did Zeus decide to destroy men for the third time? Why
did he use water instead of fire?
3. Was there ever a time when much of the earth was covered by
water? What do scientists know about it? Find out what you can from
your library, and see if there is an explanation for what happened.
4. Do you suppose the new race of people were any improvement on the
old? Give reasons for your answer.

5. How had Prometheus saved mankind again? Why do you think he
keeps on giving man another chance?
PHAEThON

Havz you ever felt your parents didn't under3tand you because they
would nt ,!.. permit you to do something you desired? This myth is
about a boy end his parents who had a similar problem.
Phaethon was a priwd, wilLlul boy whose ababition was to copy his
father Helios, the Suil-god. One day Phaethon left the Earth to
visit his father, who saj.ti, "Ask for any gift you desire, and I

shall bestow it on you. h Was this a reckless.promise to make?
As you read the story notice how the narrator heirs you to know
people and places through "word pictures."
Text:. Spezogrpook of Myths
I.3912tiogs for Discussion

1. What kind of a boy was Phaethon? Can you think of a prorerb
that illustrates his action?
2. Why ,could Helius not prevent: the boy from going to his
destruction? Should he have broken his oath? Whet would have
happened if Zeus had not thrown his thunderbolt at the boy?
3. Zeus had tried to destroy men so often before; why did he save them

this time?

4. The ancient Greeks believed the world to be flat and round like
a plate. To explain the fact that the sun rose in the east every day
a'ter they had seen it set in the west, they told the story of Helius
driving his chariot across the sky every day, then taking a boat
arounu. the edge of the world at night. What unusual occurrence do you
think might account for this story about Phaethon?
Were there any clues in the story that led you to think Phaethon
would die? What were they? Did he choose his own destiny, or
was it forced on him?
50
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HERACLES

Not all of the myths of the G.reeks arose out of the desire to explain
questions for which they had no answers. The Greeks were a highly
imaginative people who loved to tell stories, and some of the fanciful
tales they told had no teaching purpose at all but were simply
entertaining. They told stories about the flaring deeds of their ancestors,
whom they made sons of various gods and goddesses, and called them
heroes. One of the sa o it i he-roes was Herat. les.

Questions for Discussion
How did the Greeks account for the great strength of Heracles ?
What other trait did he inherit from his father.?
1.

2. Why was Hera jealous of Alcmena? Is this the way you would ?
expect a goddess to behave? 7/Low did she try to destroy Heracles
3. The beginning of this story is quite long. What useful purpose
does it fulfill?
el. What does the middle part of the story consist of? Would all this
be told at one time? Could other episodes be included? Does this
remind you of a popular form of entertainment today?
5. How (did the story end? Was it the kind of ending you expected?
.

6. Do you suppose the Greeks believed every word of these stories?
What was the purpose of the exaggeration.? You will remember Mark
Twain used exaggeration in the essay about the ants that you read
stoner in the year. What was Twain's purpose? Can you think of
a popular form of modern entertainment that uses exaggeration for
humor ?

of
7. These stories of Heracles all tell about the wonderful strength
deeper

this popular hero. What other subjects do they deal with on the
level of ideas?
3. Why do you suppose Heracles was made a god after his death?
Can you think of other examples of heroes who have become "immortalized, " if not worshipped?

9. Are these stories about Heracles written in the same impersonal
style .s the creation myths, or do you know how the teller of the
story feels about certain of the characters?

tr;

e

.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING

Some of these books will be in your school library. Your librarian
might also have other books not listed here. If you have trouble finding
enough supplementary reading, show this list to your librarian and suggest
that some of them could be bought for the school. library.
GREEK GODS AND HEROES by Robert Graves, Doubleday and Co., N, YO,P
1960.
STORMS OF THE ciU175 AND HEROES by Sally Benson, The Dial Press,

N. 7., 1940,

HEROES OF GREECE AND TROY by Roger L. Green, Henry Z. Walck Le x:. s

N. Y., 19610

THE GORGON'S HEAD by Ian Serriallier, He

Z. Walck Inc., N. Y., 1962

WORDS FROM THE MYTHS by Isaac: At3iMOV's Houghton Mifflin Co., Boaton,
1961.

THE GOLDEN FLEECE by John Gunther, Random Houses, N. Y., 1959,
THE GOLDEN FLEECE JtsID THE HEROES WHO LIVED BEFORE ACHILLES

by Padraic Colum, The Macmillan Co. , 1959.

MYTHS AND ENCHANTMENT TALES by Margaret Evans Price, Rand

McNally Co,, 1960.

ADVENTURES WITH THE GODS by Catherine F. Sellew, Little, Brown &
Co. , Boston, 1945.

CLASSICAL MYTHS THAT Lim TODAY by Frances Ee Sabin, Silver

Burdett Co. 1958.

THE 'HEROES by Charles. Kingsley, The Macmillan Co., N. Y., 1954.
TXNGLEWOOD TALES by Nathaniel Hawthorne
SUGGESTED EXERCISES AND ACTIVITIES

le The Greek myths are more than.fairy tales and adventure stories.
They have become part of our culture. The Greeks themselves named the
stars and planets after characters in the myths, and we have kept those
names. Make a list of some of these names, and find out a little about
the character each represents.
2. Scientific language has been influenced by the Greeks. The space

program especially has relied upon the Greek myths to provide names for
the rockets and missiles that will probe the mysteries of outer apace.
Find out the names given to these machines, and tell who was the original
holder of the name,

-12

I n ancient Greece, a religion grew up around the myths, and the
literature of the age was filled with it. See what you can find out about
the religious observances of the Creeks and prepare a report for the
class.
3.

4.

The Olympic Games are an international athletic contest held every

year. Find out about the origins of the tradition, and prepare a report
for the class.
5.

vaii

1V1

Fair Lady is a popular musical show based on an old Greek myth
ervoitft 1 4 furs
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was used to create the show. Can you find any other examples in
literature, muec, or drama where the idea was borrowed from the
Greeks2
Producers of goods or services often take their trade marks from
mytholegy. le glance through the yellow pages of the phone book will
supply some -- flowers by wire, for example, or Mobil gasoline.
Find as many as you cant, and explain what each name or symbol stands
for, and why it is appropriate to the thing advertised.
6,

Vtri-nt is a myth? It there more than one kLnd of myth? Now that
you have read several mythe, write a brief definition and explain.
the purposes of the Greek myths.
7.

8.

\Vette a myth of your own. It can be an entertaining one, like the

Resoles stories, to show how brave, or clever, or powerful a hero
was. You may make up your own charactera, and they may be as
fantastic as yoo like to make them. Or, if you prefer, write a myth
to explain some puzzling circumstance; what is a rainbow? Why does
a peacock have such beautiful feathers? What is thunder? Where do
the birds go in winter? You may choose any natural phenomenon as
your subject, and give an imaginative explanation.
The ancient Greeks regarded fire as the most important step forward
in their civilization, and therefore honored Prometheus who gave the
gift to them. What modern discovery do you think has furthered the
advance of civilization to an equal extent? Which one of the gods might
have been responsible for giving this' gift to man? Write a story
about how the gift was given, and what the reaction of the gods on
Mount O'ympus might have been,
9.

4.

*1

Select several stories to read from a supplementary source.
Choose one that appeals to you, and re-tell it to the class in a way that
will m, ke it interesting to them.
10.

-130.

NORSE MYTHOLOGY

Introduction

It is possible that your ancestors or some of your classmate&
ancestors lived in Scandinavia rrtany thousands of years ago. By

studying Norse mythology you will know more about the history and
poetry, the life and achievements of these ancestors.

The world of Norse mythology was different in many ways from the
Greek and Roman. The Norse thought of the universe as a fairly flat
plain surrounded by mist and darkness. Below was tho infernal region
of Niflheim, a world of mist, cold, and ice.

The Norse gods called the Aesir lived in the palace of Asgard.
They were great warriors who fought continually in a way which reflected
the climate and conditions of the Northland., The world was cold and
&:trk most of the year; bitter winds swept the plains. Men, then, had
to fight the harsh climate. And in order to survive, they often had to
fight each other for a bite of food or a little warmth. They had to

1

fight the gods, and the gods even fought each other and the cruel
natural forces.
T he gods, unlike men, were considered immortal in they same
manner as the Creek and Roman gods, for the Norse believed that in
time there would be .a great struggle between Odin and his enemies.
The gods would be brought to judgment and the world would bi
destroyed by ice, flo`od, and fire. After the battle there would be a
new heaven and a new earth ruled by the An-.17atbei, who would be
greater than the god 0 in.
When the Norwegian nobles moved.to Iceland hundreds of -years ago,
they took with them the songs and traditions about their gods and

heroes. The scald (the name given to the poet) transmitted. the myths
orally from generation to generation. This poetry described the
creation of the world, the relation of the gad, to men, the downfall of
the gods, the world at Rageetrok, and the new heaven and new earth.
Later these myths were recorded in the Scaldic poems, the Eddas
(two great collections of myth: the Elder Edda was jn poetry, the next
in prese) and the sagas (short, exciting 'sales of heroes).

Although there are not as may Norse myths as Greek, they are
among the finest stories in literature. You will enjoy the adventures
of the gods, some involving journeys which require strength, eneegy,
love of life, and cunning.. You will admire the courage of theses
people who believed that victory was possible in death. Your sympathy
will be with Loki, the god of evil, although- you knowhis punishment
was just.

F irst, though, you should know how the Norse world came
to .be.
..When he opened the ancient books called 'the Eddas, any Nor seman
could relive the journeys and conquests of his ancestors and their

gods. He could return to the beginning of his world. He could hear
Thor's hammer roll again, could launch out into the dangerous ocean,
and climb the massive cliffs that surround it.
The Norseman can imagine how it was before men came- -how
Niflheine, land of eternal gloom, rose from the mists, how Muspelheim
glowed and flashed with fiery clouds. In the earliest days, the glowing
sparks from.Musrelheim met the dark clouds from Nitlheim, then
fell into a protected cavern. This mysterious landscape was much
like the Greeks' chaos, a state of frightening power but one containing
the seeds of future life. For in that cavern the first being, the giant
Ymer, came aiive, A huge cow, A udhurnbla, gave Yrner milk to drink;
like the great earth-mother commanding the Greeks, Deucalion and
Pyrrha, she licked the stones into the shapes of gods, who were
called Odin, Vile, and Ve.

Butt, like Crone, Yrner grew so Lug,0 and ao evil that the younger
gods could not live with hire. The three brothers (like Zeus end his
brothers) Isaged war against ?rner and slow him. Unlike Zeus,'they
did not exile him to a foreign country. Instead,. they created a world
out of his. body, making mountains and rivers, plains and -valleys.
Their work was still not done. They gave chariots to the giantess
Night and her son Day and allowed them to ride through the sky once
every twenty-iour hours guidlna the Such and the -Moon.

On tep of the highest mountain they built a elining: city and named
it Asgard. There they fashioned a palace, of beaten gold where they

placed thrones for all the gods and goddesses. Frora there: they sent
Bifrost, a bridge shaped like a rainbow, to link heavers and earth. The
world was am and beautiful; in this Age of Gold the gods lived
happily. During the day they played games; at night they worked,
forging many wonderful things.

But their joy was not to last. The Norns the three terrible
sisters who determine the fate of alb., gods and Meth begat; to live at
the foot of Asgard. Even the gods were downed..

In the meantime, the gods began to realize thit they were the only
living beings upon the earth; it began to bosoms- rather lonely for--thern.
They looked out upon the earth but saw that it Wall. empty POOPO
to said its seas and to enjoy its beauty. One day Odin and.two :othert:.
were walking along th seashore where they cazne lives.
ash and an
elm. Looking at these straight and tall trees, Min suddenly realized
something. To the others he said, "The este& has no children to till
its fields, to climb its mountains. From these' trees let us make a
man and a woman for us to care fez. Out of the ash tree we will make
a man, from the elm tree a wean. " .And thus did man come into being.
"Hymer

Caul, drdii"

CN,We settled on Asgard, the Norse gods wanted to, get their
house in order. They wanted to build a banqUet hall by the ocean.

'Why did they ask Aegir's permission? What was Aegir's reaction
to this request? Did Odin's power have influence over Aegir ?
'What agreement did Odin and Aegir make?

T ext: peeivE Book of Myths
St.....2.11y Questions

1.

Who was Tyr ? What suggestions did he offer to Odin?
Who volunteered to accompany him? Why?

2.

Where was Hynier's home? As you read the description
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of the gods' trip to Chant:aancl,., trace their course on, the
map of the universe.
.

3.

Hyrner was fishing, so his wife gave hospitality to the
"1"rde o the earth." What advice did Hymn' e wife
give the gods?
.

.

Hym er -was anti" iih6n he: :returned-, Vim did he grudgingly
gain, did, Thor rnaltz with
accept his gueits?. 's hat Hymer to aptie4se his. arig-er ? ,*
5.

Describe 110:fishing trip. Via?. Thor correct when.he said,

"All .giaitt are 'cowards at heart": How didAymer

prmavgiiii 'Thor from proving his strength? VOA :AM did

he offer to Thor to appease him?
1

6

How did Hylner."s
wife "turn the tables!" on her husband?
I

7.

Does this story piove the giant was or was not courageous ?
flive revionsfor your ovni c2inion;

8.

What characteristics did Thor possess that helped him win
the teat and t14 calddror.?

'

.

9.
10.

11.

12.

The ending. of thesatOrY is hUmorous. C4n you think pf a
proverb thawoUld ,explain the. Story in a ..fewwo*de?.

What incidents in the story keep it moving to the end?
Discuss the strUggie £m power between the gods and
giants.
What reasons can 'you give for the inclusion of the last
few sentences after the conclusion of the story? Would
the story have been complete without them?

How many sections is this story divided into? How does it
'build" to the conclusion?
.*

13.

What would you say is the teller's feelings about Thor?
Does he like him? Or does he think he is a bit too
proud? Prove your ideas with concrete examples front
the story.

ItsietsiActivities.
1.

There are many conflict: between gods end, giants and
good
Write a paragraph stating, V0114040 for these
conflicts. Try to decide whether the conflicts could have
been solved by appeasement.

1r."

2.

".

Statements that go beyond4the truth are calledexagger.:.,,
ationS, How Ilea:Try was Thos hammer? How:large...,

aymer's houae? How wide were the atone piltiis?rincl.other .e?saioples o exaggegation't Why does the

-- was

author u8e exaggerations-? HoAi.tle-fiv?,se *temente
make *ot.cAziel?.
.

3,

the da:nger l the e boat, Ole*

To.hati vats .8. ejs

words to create pictures
particular
in your mind or appeal to.yeuT, eent3es, For example,
"he would sink like dead,," and "!_ite bciat whirled like a

Stone on a strinil," -In, these destr4tions the author has
used a.figiire of 'speech. called a. simile, which. states a
cioiriparison..by the use of-the Word "like. 's lu other
sitn.i142.1 ;tile cOMpariscnicexpreSsed by the use of as,

than,: similar to, or resembles. Discuss other similes
"7"''
ramallza4iy:
4.

Color words such ad ."the.red-eyed goats," "blue cold
sky, "."red and blue' fish, " tind."white frost giant" .1.
appeal to the. sense of eight. How do they xnake.you see
lie events of. the 1$towy
r.:

5.

In order tee eirisress"14sthoughWthe teller tAieds. a large
as' the knowledgeiof their mean-rogral*
ix gkizil uses, ,Mazy words in this' itory have been
borroor.4. from other languages; Which languages
contributed these words to our vocabulary? What do
they me.074-

thither
chariot

lest

III. "The Pelvis Wolf"

..

went

tread

turf
vent
threshold pillar
reared

.

In this adventure story Lold, the fire god, brought,trouble
and evil wherever he went. He envied people who had wisdom,
power, and beauty, Why did the gods need him? Why couldn't
L old be put to death to end all evil?
Tent: See muE Book .of ISzthE
Ltu x Queetione!,

I.

Loki married a giant. Describe his three evil offspring.
What was, their relationship to Ca universe?

482, How did the gods attempt to control Loki% son, Fenris
Wolf? In what ways did Fenris put an end to their attempt?
Which one of the gods dared go near him?
S. When the gods realized the superior strength and cunning
of Fenris, they sought the aid of the supernatural., What
people were asked to aid Odin? How was the enchanted rope
riladet? Why did Fenris submit to the trickery? What
hostage did he demand? Why?

4. Who was the hero of the story? According to the Norse
mythology, a hero is one who resists evil, though he faces
defeat, How did Tyr show that these words fitted him? What
actions and words does the author choose to make us see
that Tyr is a hero?
5. The Fates indicated before what would occur in the "last
days," Read the last three lines of the story, Why was
ft's victory only a partial one? Which triumphed in the
end: good or evil?

I

Suggested Activities

1. Notice that Fenris Wolf was given an action you associate
with a person.. When an author gives these human actions
to animals, lee is using personification. What human action
did Fenris Wolf possess? What lifelike qualities did he use?

2. Prepare a sheet of paper for the writing of two lists. Head
the first list "Exaggerations" and the second, "Imagery,.
Color and Potion. " Read your story again and find words
that will fit tato one of these lists.
Se The story follows the threeepart arrangement of a short
story, beginning, middle, and end, Write sentences
summarizing each of the Three parts, Consider wtether or
not the last three sentences should heels been omitted.

4, Words or phrases such as "Thor the smith" or "Loki the
fire god" ere used to describe characteristics of a pert onl
or a thing. These expressions are called epithets. Can
you make up some epithets to describe persons or things
around the school?
.EVe

I

"Thor and the Giant Kings' (opUonal)

Thor and Loki made many journeys together and had maw
adventures. There was one journey to Giant land more amazing than

IPPIPIPKAIPowlevs.101

the others, where they were challenged by Utgard-Loke and
forced to be tricked as a a result of their bragging.
Remember as you read this sto:ty that the gods were always
engaged in a contest with the mysterious and overwhelming forces
of nature in the far north. See who is' the victor here.
Texts See your
of Myths
onserp..... ammo ....corstiomsaw
erproBook
saugwami.

Study Questions

I.

Why did Thor and Loki stop at the farmhouse? What
kind of reception awaited them at the "peasant's rude
cottage?? How were they treated when they asked for
food and shelter ? What details showed the peasant's
poverty?

2.

The peasant said, "We are no lords that we should eat
-mat ever y day. How did Thor provide meat for .supper
What did Thor command the peasants to do with the skins
and bones of the goat? Why did Thajalfe feel he had to
serve Thor?

3c

Where did they travel the nezt.day? What awakened them
in the middle of the night?

4.

Hoiv was the size of the giant shown? -Can you suggest
a meaning for the snoxing of the giant? How did the
earth answer ?

5.

When the giant said, "That tickled," how did you know
the author meant to be funny rather than serious? Sometimes
the elements of surprise and exaggeration are introduced
to produce humor. Which elements were used? Give
other examples included in the story .

6.

Describe in your own words the tests in which Thor, Loki,
and Thjalfe took part when they reached Qiantland. "Why
had the king kept them without good and sleep? Each teat
added another challenge. How did Thor act about his
inability to meet the challenge? What was the lesson he
had to learn?

7.

Did Thor and Loki have the wrong impression of UtgardLoke? What had he wanted to prove to them? Why is it
unwise to make judgments without a great deal of thought ?

8.

At the end of the story, Thor forgot his promise to the

giant. What did he attempt ii4 his anger ? Describe the
miraculous chiFige which took place. Tell *hat yoii
think the "voice" predicted with the words "I will not
leave that to chance...farewell. "

asik...tetziActivities

1

Why ideas does this myth 17,171ft you 'about the Ti 444
and beliefs of the peasants? Of the gods ?

Z.

Many words in the story pertain to supernatural Powers
and wisdom. Make a list of these words and phrases and
explain-what each one Means:.

3.

lilt OfetrAgt

,

In describing. the contest befween*Loki and fire, the

author talks about fire.s if it were
z a person. This

figure of speech is called ry.sor........4icati2n; it gives to
non-human things the form. and qualities of human beings.
What human qualities were given to the fire? To thoUght?
Old age?
4.

What do you think the 'author is foreshadowing (giving you

clues to future events) by these words, "cast all the bones
in these skins and be careful to break nOne'l? What
statements foreshadowed the uatitre of the travelers;
the failure of Loki and .Thjailst to meet the test; the
continual battke between giants

?

In your reading you must be alert to everything the
author tells you, for an apparently unimportant incident
might foreshadow a coming event, or indicate that
something is to happen later.
S.

The author told the story in a 1-lay: that revealed the
attitudeeof the various conflicting forces, What was Thor's
outlook on life at the beginning? the peasant/ s? How did
his view change when he assumed the guise of a man?
What did Utgard-Loke proclaim when he spoke as
the voice at the end.?

6.

Thor had many, more adventures. You will find them in
some of the textbooks at the end of the myths. Prepare
to tell a myth to the class.

7.

Invent another adventure a Thor's. Imitate the form of
one of the myths. Use. personification, metaphors, and
exaggeration to make your myth interesting. Read or
tell it to the class. You and some of your classmates

might act it out as a skit in front of the riass.
V.

"Baldur, the Beautiful" (optional)
"Ba ldur, the Beautiful" i s a story about the death of Baldur
and the successful attempt to ransom him from the goddess of
Rel. Who hated Baldur, the god loved by all? Why was the
manner of his death significant ?
Text: See =LI! Book of.y.+-4ALts
StLytcl .Ouestions,
1.

Since evil dreams had given forewarning of danger to
Baldur's. life, Odin rode down to the underworld. Why
was he so worried?

2.

What preparations were being made in Hel's kingdorn?
Did Hel willingly grant his request? Why did the
happiness of Asgard depend on Boldur?

3.

Frigga, the mother .goddess, wanted to prevent Baldurls
death. How did nature help to spare. him barm,? Later,
how,did nature mourn over his death.?

4.

Loki's hatred fci* BaldUr grew when he realized that all
nature had sworn an oath to protedt Bildur. What
dastavdly and cunning plot evolved in his mind? Did
Frig .betray Baldur? Why was the information she
told Loki so important?

5.

In =any respects Hoder is a very appealing character.
Why? Notice how the author carefully creates sympathy
for him with cormnantir such as "stood sadly aside from
the rest" and "for be was blind." Why are you prepared
for Loki's action? How would you describe Hoder's
thoughts and feelings when he realizes Baldur is dead?
Discuss the way be people reacted to Hoder.

6.

Baldur was buried gloriously and sent to the kingdom of
Hel. What did Odin mean by "We will not despair"?
What were Lis plans? Why was Hermond chosen to help?
What message was he to deliver to Hel?

7.

When Heimond reached the palace, the mood of the story
changed. How did the author establish the feeling of
gloom and des-1.41r? Notice 'the words he used to describe
the palace.- "yawning dpors, "'Vast and gray, " and "fire
burned chilly blue. " What expressions were used to describe

Hai? .How had Baldur changed? Is this mood found in
any other Norse myths? Give details.
8.

What ;mewling did Baldter have in mind when he said,
"when the Day of MOM and Deotructioa less passed

over the earth, I shall arise to behold a new and more
beautiful world ?" Read the last paragraph of the story.
9.

All creation, the sky, sea, and land, united in grief over
the death of Baldur. Again Odin attempted to ransom
Baldur from the goddess Hel. Who was. responsible for
the failure of his plan? What disguise did the character
put on? Why should he have chosen this form when in
real. life he was handsome?

10.

The idea of fate, or .destiny appears in many myths.
Even though as a god Baldur should have been immortal,
he died. How did destiny determine Balduris doom?
Why was he entirely blameless ? How did Baldur's
death affect the people on earth? Explain the meaning of
"victory is possible in death and courage is never defeated. "

Suggested Activities
I.

An author uses different devices to move the plot and
create atmosphere. Did you notice how many journeys
were described? What were they? Why did the teller
select the order that he did?

2.%

The story of Baldur is divided into two divisions. What
is the climax of the first part? The second part? Would
you consider either division an individual story? Why or
why not?

3.

What irnageet give a certain sense of reality to this
highly imaginative story?

4.

Which, to you, was the point at which you began to know
what the ending was? Why?

5.

The ancient people wanted to explain the changes from
surtuner to winter. What did Baldur represent? Hoder ?
The death of Baldur?

6.

At what point in the story might each of these words be
used to describe (Minis feelings: ,discouraged, mournful,

comrnamlain determined, saddened, ilimpl?

In this story how did the author help you know and

7.

understand about the characters? Was it from a
description of his appearance? Was it from an account
of his deeds? Did you learn most of it from what he
said and what he thought or did? Discuss your
answers. State in two or three sentences what you
think made Baldur a great man.
VI.

"The Twilight of the Gods"

The foretold Day of Doom was approaching; "the Fenris
Wolf lay howling and writhing in his bonds." "Loki 'ME bound
fast to three roAs with fOtteTs of iron";111e1 kept-her hold on
Baldur"; "goodness and joy had vanished from the earth."

Reread the last paragraph in "The Fenris Wolf. " What did
the Fates declare would happen in the last days? What was predicted in "The Binding of Lokf"P Lz "Baldur the BeautifulT?
"Twilight of the Gods" gives an account of a battle that was
both awesome and terrifying. What was the signal that stirred

all to battle?
T ext: See your Book of

01..at!..

Questions
1.

What signs foretold the corning of the Day of Doom? How

long did the Final Winter period last? Describe the
changes which took place during the "Wirier Winds." the
"Winter of Swords" and the "Winter of the Wolf. " How

did man's attitude alter toward his brother)?
2.

Can you imagine the setting? Where was the final
battle to be fought? Describe the mustering together of
the forces . Line the forces up on a paper, Haling the
leaders for the giants end gods. Who were the leaders?
What plans were made to destroy the gods? What did
Bifrost symbolize? Why did it break under the "riders
of M uspelheint" 7

3.

"Then was heard the laughter of Loki." Why did Loki
,rich forces did he join? Explain his feelings
laugh?
for the gods . Look through the stories and find state
ments that foretold his actions in this final struggle.,

4.

What was the order in which things were destroyed? Compare or contrast this with the ordering of events in
creation.

5.

Trace the things that were left from the.earliercreat.
What did they symbclime? What is the meaning of the
new heaven above. Asgard?

6.

The good deeds men.do help others for many years. In
whatiway did the death of .the gods 4.1d the race 0: the
people? Baldur ? -Hader ? thei sons of Thor end Odin?

7.

At the end of the story the mood changes,. "Two of

human kind ware left. " Peace had been restored, What
"does this change in mood add to the story? .What effect
does it have upon you ab areader of.the story?
8.

Notice the title of tive myt% Do you think it is appropriate?
What words would et. substitute for 'twilight" withoa
changing the meaning of the title?

fraggted Activities
1.

What are some of the most important influences in the
life of the gods? Which characters.in this story were
affected by these influences? In what way?

.

Z.

One explanation of heroism is the desire to perform a
brave and.nobie deed. Do you think this might explain_,
the willingness of the gods to give their lives? Describe
the situsUbn. What might have happened if the gods
hfild destroyed the evil powers? What kind of people are
rernethiered in history? What important persons are
often forgotten?

3.

Before an author begins writing, he plans an interesting
way of `presenting his story. If it is a sad story, he
selects wore e that appeal to the emotions. Examples
here are "could hardly keep alive," and "brother fell. on
brother." Find other voups of words which give you a
feeling of sadness.

4.

Which of the following happenings made you feel most
strongly: the death of Odin; the death of Thor; the death

of Loki; the death of Tyr; Why? Write a phragraph
explaining. your answer.

5.

The myths were told by an omniscient narrator, or one
who knows all things. Where did the events take place?
On what scale? Were his personal feelings reflected
in the select Eons you have read?

-25Review: Classical and Norse M 1.1..,=9;to

With many primitive people there is always a similarity among
the nature of the country, the character of the people, and their beliefs.
There is also a distinction between the Greek and Norse mythology.
Review the myths you have read.
Study

ester

1. What is the distinction between the classical and Norse mythology?

a. Creation of the world
Describe the process of creation.

How was the universe divided?
Who ruled the different realms of the universe?
What powers were given to these rulers?

b. The gods and goddesses
Name the important gods and goddesses.
Describe thew homes and appearance.
WLat were their special y.wwers?
How did the men regard their gods?

ec,

Creation of Man
Why was man created?
Who created him?
Whit qualities were given to him?
What was his purpose in life?

d, Sin and Evil

ra the beginning man was innocent and good, Who brought
evil to man?
HOW was he punisled?
What was the meaning of hope to man?

e. Destruction of the earth
What conditions existed on the earth between gods and man?

What elements of mture were used to destro the human race?
How was the earth repopulated?
Why was the new race to be worthier of life?

aft

2. Many myths you have eer4 are called "explanatory myths"
because they explain something that happens in nature;
:Lows for instance, thunder and lightning are caused. What
stories would you classify as explanatory myths?

-2C-

The: theories about why some myths have .appeared in

different countries of the world are,intereeting to pursuit*
What eirellome;fofthe.prinatelotbeerieel. .Which theory
woulel-pr;.iEruftoit..?* "Mir

4.

ad.efinition for the word "Triyth?" Write
Can
the definitii*--ai tet you have-attdivered thesecitrations.
What kirk of peOple were these- inventors andtellers
of the Norse myths?
Who were the 'scalds ?
Did th ey speak foi themselves or for all?
What kind of questions did these primitive pcopie
in the 'cold Northland Want answered?
Now were their ideas influenced by the world they
lived. in?

5.

In Norse mythology there are many interesting stories
connected with the creation of the world. Try your hand
at making up a myth about one of the following subjects
in a way that a Norse scald might have told it.
The F og- Country and the Fire-World
Heaven and. Earth
1:ray and Nigh

Sun and goon
Wind arid Rainbow

Dwarfs and Elves
The World-Tree and the Nome
6.

Norse mythiology was transmitted by the means of Runes,
Skaldic poems, the Eddas, and the Sagas. Find out More
about these in the Reader's 20.1taskizedia or in a book on
mythology. Write a brief descriptive paragraph explaining the contribution each made to mythology.

?.

Your parents or grandparents may know several legends
and myths which have been handed down in your families
for several generations. Write one in your own words.
INDIAN MYTHOLOGY

In the clay.) of long ago the primitive people who wandered over

the:hilts
and valleys of our land were puzzled by mysteries of their exist.
00
en e. There were certain questions that everyone asked: When was the
.11

beginni.0...W.licirOxiidisthemor14..emAe.fror1.9., How did .he.aniyivilkend
hkre, do.ion0.194inIter, and
peoraetcornettaiiver 1100, Arbos.vaade
clothing COMO from ? What Is death? The answers to these questions may

be found in the myths of creation, stories about nature and ancient customs.
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,

Indian myths deal mostly with spirits-rather, than gods. Indians
,SeLieved that everything in nature. had life or<sirit.. Everything waa free
to mscnreabout; all-things had power. Spirits lived everywhere, on the
mountain tops, in the rivers, the tree's in the forest, and in the skies.
The spirits controlled nature. some were wise and beneficent. Others
were cruel, always seeking vengeance. If the Indians did not please the
spirits, they incurred their wrath. Thej brought undesirable punishment upon themselves by .:heir actions:. .
.

Since you are familiar with the Greek and Roman and Norse myths
you will not be surprised to discover interesting similarities in these
Indian myths, in their belief in spirits or gods, their concept of the
world, and their need for superior beings to worship and call on for
protection.
:
.

Probably these .tortes will be easier for you to 2.2tderstand
because you live in the Northwest, You may have visiterl xr.,any of the
places mentioned. They are a part of your western culture.
I.

"The Beginning of the Skagit World"

..

;

Practically all Indiann, tribes have their myths of creation so
that there are literally hundreds of them. "'The Beginning of tine
Skagit World" is an attempt to explain how and why the earth, man,
animals, and all other matt:tins things carne into being.
Text: See yoaas Eook of
S41clz.Q.uestions

I.

Who was the Old Creator? trzat decisions were made by
the Creator and his animal helpers? Tell of his plans
for human beings.

2.

How was the earth divided? What was the purpose of
each division?

3.

Whitt led to a change on earth?

4. When the people saw the change coming, what did they decide
to do? Who survived?

5. Alter the flood. the new Creator was born. How did he obtain
his spirit power? Was there a combination of function of the
Old with the New?

6. When the Old Creator appeared in a dream. what orders did
the blanket represent? What was the order of creation?
7. Why are there different races of people speaking different
languages on the earth?
8. Explain the prophecy raade.toy the people created after the

flood. Has this come to pass?

9. The myth seems to follow the pattern of the Biblical account
of creation. Could this mean that the myth originated after the
Indians experienced Christianity? Did Christianity influence
any creation myths?
10. What are some of the similarities between this myth of creation
and the Greek and Norse account:3?

11. How many sections are there in this story?

12. What is the "turning point" here? What caused it?
13. Why was it necessary for Doquebuth to suffer? Can you think
of another creator who underwent a similar experience?

14. Does the author tell the reader whether to like or dislike the
characters? How does he seem to view his characters?
IL

"How the Coyote Made the Columbia River"

Coyote was the greatest character in the myths of the Pacific
Northwest. His supernatural power was used to help people. See
in this tele how he was able to feed his people.

Text: See yet Book of Et is
Stt.aly questions

1. What plans did Comte make to provide for_ 'Jr his people?
2.

How was the Columbia made?

.61

1

w

3.

Itildieze any evidence that the stori viiii1 xised on
graphical feett*"
Why .wouitd

of
:

III.

terisidiely. this storiiin;inticidur,tiitn;tet

.

doaii

t

"The Bridge.iWthe. Gods"

.

a

The peoi)lidirere happy and iileessF1 by-4nerureat spirit, until

evil enteredlheir iealm.!'Notiee here how a series of attemptshelped. to make peace: .. Viki did they .notilast?
.

T ext. See= 13411t of 1...iths

.1

.

1.

What /ed to-,the quarrel tr4etweenthelwefirothare? Where
were the brothers taken-hy the-Great Spirit? Teil what
happened to them on.the high mountains.
S.

Z.

'thy did the Great Sprit think the brothers would live. in
peace? .W11.itpromiqe did he make them?.
.5.

3.

"the people we0i.gt.peace for many snows" for a time.
Wickednos began to influence men. flow did the Spirit
punish thern..this time?
e:
, ...
Who
Spiet's. if to the people? What was her
task? Adain the people were at peace.
:

4.

,

5.

4-

.

,

What piltally made the Czeat Spirit change his mind about
helping the people? How did he punish the two chiefs?

Are they still. tiarrelling ?
6..

?fby Is the C,lurnbia narrow and the water swift at The
Danes

7.

Does Loo-wit still retain her youth and beauty? Name
other myths in whictd. the idea of eternal youth recurred.

8.

If you were to plot out a play based on this tale, how'
would you divide the story? What settings would you need?

9.

Discuss what caused each of the characters to act as they

did" Cart you understand mbjr, ?
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,:"491 tile r. e. 0 P I I clot the sun'
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gadlucls, as it will: :oveFearAes,the.haiii*.44.01hepeople.were
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hOw thepeople eolv'o thlIr probleni.-
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.

The animate were liorried..-,*h.TithildinaA done to
disturb the people?

2. Ntre dtilcisied to "shoot a ladder to the sky." Who wets
called. on. to help Wren?
3.

How did they accomplisktheir tasks? Why did Robin
get hie 'breast burned?.

4.

1,77hat .mistake was made by "the man who had the nun?"
Where was the aim placed?

5.

The eagle was anxious ,to make a slave of Snail? Hadn't
Snail helped rescue the Sun? Why is he blind today? Do
you .feel Eagle was4air to the Snail?

6.

Str4isral people'remiined with the man in the sky. What
occurred? Look at the sky some evening. Can you see
any resemblance between the constellations and the
animals they are supposed to represent?

7.

Who. were the "people" in the myth?

C.

What is the beginning of this story? Is there any
reason.fOr the information that gets the action going?

9.

What is the turning point?

10.

Did you expect the results?

11.

Is this a serious or happy story? A tale about stealing
the sun is very iteralict, Isn't it? Is this onf Who:
material from the siory 'Would you use to prove your ideas?

"How Coyote Brought nre to the People"
"How Beaver Stole the Fire"

The stmy "Prometheus Brings Fire to the Earth" which you

t
have read provides a good introduction to the two Indian myths
you will read together here. Notice the ways in which the three
stories resemble one another and the ways they differ.
T ext: Seeitimeir Book of

he

.Questions

I.

As you read compare the incidents and characters from
these selections with those from Prometheus. To
understand the similarities and differences you must
read the important details carefully. Outline the
development of the plot in each story showing similarities
and plot differences.

2.

Which did you like better from the point of view of the

stery, characters© and setting? Why?
3.

When the Indian began to reason about the world around
him, among the first questions he asked were "why"
questions. Which "why" questions were answered for
him in these stories? Would you consider this reasoning

logical?
4.

r

The myths were originated either to instruct or entertain the Indians. "How Coyote Brought Fire to the
People" would be classified as a humorous myth. Is
the humor in the animal characters that were created
or in the use of exaggerations? Were the details such
as appearance of the characters, behavior, and cenversaUm well selected? Which passages were most amusing?
Can you think of other methods of developing humor?

S.

That parts would you include in the beginning, =middle,
and end of the two stories ? Do they follow the same

pattern?
6.
VU.

In which story do you know the characters better? Why?

"Mount Shasta and the Great Flood"
You saw above how Indian myths can resemt_e Greek tales.
In the next one see if you can see similarities between this tale
and a Bible story.
T wet: See VIE re'c'Toic of 1-11ft

Ltuj11- Cluettions

I.

Coyote was the shrewdest and most powerful of all the
animals. What lines in the. story show his shxewftess ?
Did he kill the evil spirit?

2.

How did the evil spirit seek to wipe out the race of
animal people ?

3.

Account for the use of fire.

4.

The animals possessed several human qualities. What
were they?

5.

List the animals mentioned. Are these animals found
around Mt. Shasta?

6.

How was the earth repopulated?

7.

What are the main parts of this story?

0.

Does the teller seem to favor the Evil Spirit or Coyote?

Activities for Indian i&Lis1.

In many Indian myths the animals are the people. They have
human characteristics; they talky argue, seek revenge, and
do other human things. On a sheet of paper write the names
of these animal characters: Coyote, Raven, Bear, Mr. Eagle,
Mouse. Reread the stories. List examples of human behavior.
Are the animals ever shown as they would be in real life ?

2.

Indians are said to have acted out some of their myths.
These dramatizations had a beginning, middle, and end. The
myths were presented as a chant or a song. Listeners were
expected to respond with some exclamation at intervals while
the story was being told. Prepare a myth to be given orally
to the class. follow the pattern mentioned above and include
rhythmical repetition of phrases and sentences.

3.

The story-tellers used to pantomime actions and :ncidents
in a myth. They used their hands, arms, head, and body to
tell a myth. Plan a pantomime and present it to the class.

4.

In what ways are the myths "why" stories ? What phenomena
of nature are explained in the Indian myths you have read?

5.

In what ways are the spirits and animal, people in the myths

different from the magicians and fairies of fairy tales? Do
they both teach a lesson? That do they attempt to explain?
6.

Read the three myths of creation in the supplementary
section. Corapare these to "The Beginning of the Skagit
World." How do they resemble each other?

7.

In myths the same plot ideas are repeated. The search for
fire occurs in "How Coyote Brought 'Fire to the People" and
'Wow Beaver Stole the Fire. " How is the plot varied? Can
you find other points of similarity in the Indian myths?

8.

Many names for places in the Pacific Vorthwest are of
hidian origin. Look at a map of this region. Make a list of
the mountains, rivers, lakes and cities that have Indian
names. What is the meaning of each name? Reference:

Webster's ,9221na.1 Dictionaa.
9.

10.

The English language has borrowed many words from the
Indiana; for example wigwam, cam, and moccasin. What
do these words mean? What do these words tell you about
the life of the Indians?
One transformation myth explains how Wyeast and Klickitat
were changed into mountains. Write an original transformation
myth to explain a geographical feature of your region.
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THE CREATION

In the very begianing there was nothing at allneither earth nor
sky nor gods. This was called Chaos,,, which means that there was
no form or order, no beginning or end to anything, and it is difficult
or even impossible to imagirge what this must have been like, But there
were, in Chaos, the seeds of many things and at last, after countless
ages of time, they somehow began to grow. First of all came Night,
with her great black wings, and the n something called Erebus, which
lame 449e botteveleee 4742 t% cc where Death dwell-. 4%fter

:stale Night

laid a silver egg, which floated for a time on Chaos. Finally it hatched,
and out sprang Eros, which was Love, with arrows and torch. This
was the real beginning, for Eros brought life, light, and joy to all creation.
It was not long before there were two more creatures' Gaia, or
Mother Earth, and Uranus, or Father Heaven. Uranus showered Gala
from on high with life-giving rains, so that the rivers, lakes, and

seas were formed, and trees, flowers, and grasses of all sorts began

to grow.

The first three children that Gaia and Uranus had were strange..
monsters, huge and powerful, each with fifty heads and a hundred hands,
awful to behold, Although Gaia protested strongly, their father at aide siset
them up inside tile earth, partly in disgust at their horrible appearance,.
and partly in fear of their tremendous strength.

The net three children were also monster; but of a different
kind. These, nearly as large and strong as their hundred-handed brothers,
each had but one eye, set in the middle of their foreheads, and were

therefore called Cyclopes, which means the Wheel-eyed Ones. They
were clever, too, and soon learned how to forge things, especially
weapons, out of metal. Their father was certainly no fonder of them
than he had been of their brothers, and he shut them inside the earth
too.

The last twelve children born to Gala and Uranus were also large
and powerful, but were neither horrible nor destructive; they were
called Titans, and became known as the Elder Gods. By the time
these children - -six sons and six daughterswere born, Gala was
thoroughly furious at the way her first children had been treated by their
father. Determined that he should not treat her new children the same
way, she called the Titans to her and asked their help.
"Unless you do something, and do it now, " she told them, nyottr
father may perhaps deal with you as he has dealt with the others. He
is not to be trusted. You must lay a trap for him. There is no time
to lose. "

But in spite of this warning, none of the Titans was brave enough
to plot against their father, and they all made excuses of one sort or
another. All except one: Cronus, the youngest of the twelve. Quietly,
without telling anyone of his plan, he hid himself and waited for his f then
Uranus to pass by. Then he leaped out and fell upon him with a sharp
sickle given him by his mother, and dealt him crippling wounds with it,

Uranus, taken by qurprise, howled in anguish and in rage, cursing his

eon.

"One day you will pay dearly for this, " he shouted, "for it will
happen that you will be overthrown by your own child just as I have
been overthrown by you!"

Then he fled up as high as he could go, for he had been badly wounded,
and to this day the sky has never again come near the anrth_ ITion hinndi
however, fell to the ground, and from it there sprang up the Giants,
and the hideous creatures called the Erinyes, or Furies, whose hair
was a mass of live squirming snakes, whose eyes shed bloody tears,
and whose task it was to pursue sinners from place to place until they
were puniehed.
Gala was pleased with Cronus and felt that Uranus had only got
what he deserved, but the pleasure soon turned to displeasure as she
discovered that Cronus had en isitgentinn of freeing her aim monstrous
sons from their imprisonment inside the earth. Cronus merely ignored

his mother's anger, however, and took his father's place as ruler of
the world, dividing the power among his brothers the Titans. The world
was round and flat, like a big plate, and was divided in half by the Sea,
and surrounded by the great River Ocean, which flowed around the edge
in a clock-wise direction. Cronus gave this river to his brother Oceanus,
whose offspring became the smaller rivers of the earth and the Water
Nymphs. To his brother Hyperim Cronus gave control of all the
light in the world, Hyperion:Li; offspring, the Sun, the Moon, and the
Dawn, rose each day out of the River Ocean and drove across the sky
in their light-giving chariots.

THE GOLDEN AGE

Thue the world was ruled by the Titans for many years, During
the Titans° reign the first eerth3.y crcaures --f ere treated by the Titan
brothers Prometheus and Epirnetheus (whose *amen mean Forethought
and Afterthought). They were sons of Iapetus, one of Cronus's brothers.
It was decided that Eipmetheus would do the actual labor, and that Prometheus would survey his work when it was done, But Epimetheus, as
his name (Afterthought) shows, was not used to planning ahead. So,
thinking that he would nee the best for last, he set about making the
birds, the fish, and the animals first. Not wishing to create anything
that wasnct of the very best, he took great pains to endow each of his
creations with exceptional qualities of one sort or another: strength
to the ball, cunning to the fox, swiftness to the antelope, wings to the
eagle, a leathery hide to the 1+in:cereals. a hard shell to the turtle,
claws to the tiger, sharp horns to the buffalo, and many other things.
But by the time he had finished all this and was ready to create man,
he found to his dismay that there were no fine gifts Wt. In his eagerness,
he had given them all to the animals. He was dreadfully upset, as well

-3as astonished, by this turn of events, so he rushed to his brother Prometheus
and said,

"Brother, help me. I am now ready to make man, but I have run
out of gifts to give him. What shall I do ?"
"You have indeed given away iiearly the whole supply of irtel things
through your carelessness, " Prometheus replied severely, v'but all

is not lost. We elan still give man sornathing whieh will 'rake him better
than all the other animals: we will give biro. a noble shapes-like that of
the gods themselves--and will will give him a mind and the power to
think, and this will more than make up for his lack of strength and outer
protection. "
And with that Prometheus took up a bit of clay and mixed it with
rain water and moulded it in the likeness of the gods, only smaller,
and breathed life into it. And so he made man,

These first men lived in what was called the Golden Age. They
were a happy race, knowing nothing of evil or sorrow. The earth freely
gave them all the food and shelter they needed; spring was the only
season; flowers bloomed continuany, and skies were always blue. But
woman had nt yet been created, and so these happy people died out

after a time. Their spirits, however, remained behind, hovering in
the air to watch over all good people who came after them

WAR IN HEAWaN

From the moment he had taken upon himself the duties of ruler of
the world, Cronus had never forgotten his father's prediction that he
would one day be overthrown by one of his children. So each time his
wife Rhea bore him a child, he immediately swallowed it hoping to
keep the prophecy from coming true. In this way he got rid of his
daughters Hestia, Demeter, and Hera, and his sons Hades and Poseidon.
But shortly before his sixth child was to be born, Rim went to her
mother, Gala, and said,
"Mother, I have made up my mind that my husband is not going to
swallow any more of our children. It seems to me both pointless and
cruel, and I have no wish to see it happen again. But I don't know
how to prevent it."

"My child, " said Gala, "I, too, know what it is to ha ee to stand
by and see my children mistreated, I will gladly help you. Irf.ita must
go at once to a secret cave on Mount Ida, which is on the island of Crete,
and when your chime is born leave him there. The mountain nymphs
will care for him. Then you must return to Cronus* But if you will
give him a stone wrapped in soft blankets, he will swallow that and be
none the wiser*"

-4Rhea thanked her mother and followed her advice exactly, Everything
Aappened just as she had said it would; Cronus swallowed down the stone
and suspected nothin,
But in Crete his son Zeus grew quietly to young mar hod, watched
over by the nymphs and the shepherds of the island, and by the time he
was full grown his mother, Rhea, had thought of a clever plan by which
to be revenged on Cronus for his treatment of their first five children.
She sent a messenger to Zeus in the :arm of Midis, who was also called
PratierteCs Metis showed him how to mix a powerful poison from various
herbs, and then told him to go and hide in Cronus's palace,
"Wait until he is at dinner and has had a great deal of wine, " Metis
told Zeus, lvthen slip out when he isn5t looking and pour the mixture
into his cup, "

Zeus did suet as ho was told, and no sooner had Cronus emptied
his cup than he became very ill and vomited up the stone and his five
elder children. Zeus and his two brothers Elades and Poseidon lost
ne time in tying their father to his chair. But before they could do
anything else, he came to his senses again and began shouting furiously
for his brother, Titans to come to his rescue,

"Help! Brothers!" he bellowed, his face black with rage, "These
young gods have played VIA a foul trick which I promise they'll soon regret
Come and untie me so that I ean teach them a lesson!"
Then there followed a terrible struggle between the Elder Gods, led
by the great Titan Atlas, and the children of Croons, led by Zeus. At
first the Titans, older and more numerme, beat back the younger gods,
who fled to the top of Mount Olympus (which afterward became their home)
to recover their strength before attacking again. The war raged on for
years and years, Finally Zeus decided to ask the advice of the one
who had really got him into the war in the first placeGala, who had
thought up the plan that saved him from being swallowed by his father.
So he went to see his grandmother Gala.
"You got me into this, " he complained somewhat crossly, "and

I think it has gone on quite long enough. Now tell me what I should do,
if you can, for neither side is winning.
But Gala was provoked by Zeus's tone of voice, and even though she
was willing to help, she decided to make it difficult for him by giving

a nvsterious answer:

"Until you free my first-born, as you have freed the first-born

of your mother, victory shall not be yours.

Of course Zeus understood none of this, but Gala would say no more.
So he had to return to his brothers and sisters, even angrier than before,
and the war went on.

As it happened, there was one Titan who refused to side with his

-5-

brothers, This was Prometheus. He alone had the power to see into
the future (remember that his name meant Forethenght) and he knew
dose, lie knew that it

to
that Mtn reign elf the Tit` woe Avaawimee
rwlr
would be best if the Titans would step down peacefully, for then the
younger gods would not punish them. But he could not get his brothers

to agree to this. At last there was nothing left for him to do but go to
Zeus and offer to help him, so that the long war could be brought to an
end.

Not long ago, " he said, "Gala, our Mother Earth, gave you some
advice which you could not understand. Now I have come to explain
it to you. "
Then he told Zeus how, many years before* Uranus had shut his
first six children up inside the earth. Gala had never forgiven him for
this, nor had she forgiven Cronus for not letting them out when he became
ruler of the world, But if Zeus would go down to the underworld and
bring these monsters back with Idm, they would fight on his side and
help to overthrow their younger brothers, the Titans.
At once Zeus, taking Prometheus with him, went down into the
deepest part of the Underworld, called Tartarus, and freed the hundredhanded monsters, who threw their huge strength against the Titans, and
the Cyclopes, who forged armor and weapons for Zeus and his brothers:
avw !Wont of 4otrce..thility far Vadea; Q +1.9'QeeMV"I"Afl °Pears or trielent,

for Poseidon:, and for Zeus himself, the mighty tinmderbolt.

Then all at once the war was overt, Many of the Titans were flung
down into Tartarus. A few, including Cronus, managed to escape,
though they were never heard of again. Atlas, their leader, was made
to stand forever at the western edge of the world, holding the sky aloft
upon his shoulders. But one or two of the women, and Prometheus,
were saved.

THE REIGN OF ZEUS

After the slid of the war, Zeus and his brothers and sisters and
their offspring made their home on Mount Olympus and became known
as the Olympian Gods. There were twelve of them, each with a different
disposition and different duties. Zeus and his brothers Poseidon and
Hades agreed to rule the world together, but they drew late to see how
the realms of the world should be divided, In this way Zeus became
ruler of the sky, Poseidon became ruler of the sea, and Hades became
ruler of the Underworld.
Since Zeus was the one who had led the younger gods in battle against
the Titans, it was decided that he should continue to be their leaden, or
king. His power was greater than tUt of ak.., of the other gods, arid he
kept his family in line by threatening to throw one of his terrible thunderbolts at them.

-6Poseidon, the second roost powerful god, had a bad temper and
would pick an argument with nearly anyone. When he was angry, which
was fairly often, he would stir up terrible storms on the ocean with the
trident given him by the Cyclopes. But when he wished, he could drive
over the surface of the sea in his golden chariot drawn by great horse;
and waves would disappear and the water would become as smooth as
glass, As a rule, he spent more time on Mount Olympus than in his
great underwater palace.

'Hades, on the other hand, did not often leave his dark home under
the earth, He was both King of the Dead and God of Wealth, and he
ruled his kingdom strictly but with justice, However, hewae so silent
and stony -hearted that the other gods did not like to spend much time
in his company.

Zeus's queen was his sister Hera. She was the Goddess of Marriage
and the protector of married women, but she set them a very bad example,
for she and her husband fought constantly. She never forgot an injury
or insult, and she would do everything she could to get even with anyone
who mistreated her. All in all, she was not a pleasant goddess.

Athena had only one parent: her father, Zeus, It happened that one
day he suddenly felt a fearful headache and asked Prometheus, whom

he had made his chief adviser, to cut an opening in his skull, hoping
that this would relieve the pain. Prometheus struck him a great blow
on the head with a sharp ax, and no sooner waf this done than out sprang
Athena, fully armed. She became Goddess of Wisdom and Goddess of
the city of Athens, She was also a warrior-goddess, though she did not
really enjoy battles and fought only when she had to. She was tall,
with flashing gray eyes, and was the favorite child of Zeus, who would
let her carry his terrible weapon, the thunderbolt. No one else was
ever allowed to do this,
When Hera saw that Zeus had managed to have a child all by himself
she flew into a rage and, not to be outdone, she at once produced Hephaestus.
But he was born lame, and his disgusted mother tossed him out of Heaven
and down to earth, He fell for nine days and nine nights before he finally
landed on the island of Lemnos. There he soon showed that he was
wonderfully talented at forging beautiful and useful things out of metal.
When Hera,discovered this, she brought him back to Olympus, where
he was honored among the gods, in spite of being less handsome than
the other gods.

Apollo and his sister Artemis were the twin children of Zeus and
Leto, of the race of Titans. Apollo was perhaps the most beautiful of
the gods. He was the God of Lightespecially of the Sun -as well as
of Prophecy and of Music. He was also the Archer-god, carrying a
silver bow.

Artemis, his sister, was the Goddess of the Moon, just as he was
the Sun-god, but she was also Goddess of the Hunt and of Wild Creatures.
Like Apollo, whe carried a silver bow and silver arrows. She was
gentle and modest, and watched over all little children. Besides this,
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both she and her brother could when they wished, heal sicknesses
of all sorts.
Hermes, the Messenger of the Gods, was the son of Zeus and Atlas's
daughter Maia. He were winged sandals and a winged cap, which enabled
him to travel very swiftly. When he was still a boy, he invented the
lyre by putting tight strings across a tortoise shell. Soon afterward
he gave it as a peace offering to Apollo, who was angry with him for
having stolen some cattle and lied about it Zeus made him promise
never to steal or lie again, and then he gave him the job of guiding dead
souls down to the Kingdom of the Dead. Hermes, because he was a
clever bargainer, was also God of Merchants.
Aphrodite was the Goddess of Love and Beauty. She was born
apparently all by herself, rising out of the beautiful white sea foam just
off the island of Cythera. She had a wonderful girdle, or sash, which
made everyone fall raadiy in love with her; she was jealous of this
sash, and could not often be persuaded to lend it to anyone else. Strangely
enough, Zeus caused this most beautiful of goddesses to be married
to the ugliest of gods, Hephaestus. He did this to reward Hephaestus
for making thunderbolts for him. Aphrodite loved to laugh, and wherever
she walked, flowers grew.

Ares, the God of War and the son of Zeus and Hera, was heartily
disliked by all the gods and goddesses except Aphrodite, who preferred
him to her husband because he was neither lame nor ugly, and Hades,
who was glad to receive the souls of those killed in battles Ares was
quarrelsome, .worthless, and drunk more often than not. He was a
great bull); loved, to fight, never needing a reason to do so. But he was
not a skillful warrior, just a bloody one, and Athena could always
beat him when she wanted to.

Hestia was the sister of Zeus. She was Goddess of Home and
Family and never took part in a quarrel among either gods or men.
She was worshipped in every home and in every city on the earth, where
fires were kept burning for her at all times. Of all the Olympian
gods, she was the kindest, the quietest, and the most peaceful.
These twelve gods and goddesses, called the Twelve Great Olympians,
were the chief gods of Heaven, but there were three Important gods of

earth, besides. These were Demeter, Dionysus, and Pan.

Demeter was the third sister of Zeus. She was Goddess of the
Grain, who made "things grow. But unlike the Olympians, she was not
always happy; she was a suffering goddess. Her daughter, Persephone,

had once been kidnapped by Hades and taken down to the Underworld
to be his queen. each year she was allowed to return to the Upperworld
to visit her mother for six months, and during that time Demeter was
so happy that she caused the flowers to bloom and trees to bear fruit.
But then Persephone had to return to the Kingdom of the Dead for the
next six months, and Demeter was so sorrowful that she let the flowers
die and the earth grow bare and brown.

Dionysus was the only god whose parents were not both immortal,

Zeus was his father, but his mother was Semele, a mortal princess
of 'Thebes. Dionysus was the God of the Grape Vine, the God of Wine.
He was sometimes a god of madness, because of what too much wine
can do to men.

The last of the important gods of earth was Pan, the son. of Hermes.
He was an ugly god, part goat and part man,
being a shaggy goat from
the weiet Attire
and a bearded mar' fel-ere-b. the waist up. He also had
woo
goat horns on his head, Naturally, then, he was the God of Shepherds
Goatherds, the god of the woods and the country.

THE SILVER AGE

After the men of the Golden Age had died out, and while the Olympian
Gods were still fairly new to Heaven, there sprang up another race of
men on earth, the men of the Silver Age. These men were not as blessed
as the men who had gone before. They were dissatisfied, they complained
a great deal, and tliey were forgetful of the duties they owed the gods.
Sometimes, indeed they would openly criticize and curse the gods.
At last Zeus, who was never patient, could stand it no longer, He called
Poseidon to him argi=l ordered him to cause a great flood which would
wash every man off the face of the earth.
"Don't spare a one, " he said. "They have Ling since lost all
respect for the gods who made them. We shall have to get rid of them
and start all over again, "
Then Poseidon ordered all the rivers and streams of the earth to
rush out of their beds and cover as much land as they could, while
Zeus himself sent great torrents of rain down from the skies, It was
not long before the whole earth was drowned in the floodwaters, and
not a man of the Saver Age was left alive.

THE GODS THEMSELVES

Olympus, the home of the gods, was a tremendously high mountain
whose top was up among the clouds. It was a place leerc'ect in every way,
where it never rained or snowed and there were no harsh winds. The
entrance was a great gate of clouds, kept by the four goddesses called
the Seasons. Inside the gate each god bad his own separate home, where
he ate and slept. But the great meeting place was the palace of Zeus,
and the gods and goddesses would often gather there Giber to discuss
important business or merely to be entertained, They often would listen
to Apollo, the God of Music, playing on his lyre.

In many ways, the gods lived 1st as men did. However, they never
ate earthly food unless they were visiting the 'Earth. In Heaven they ate
ambrosia and drank nectar, and they were waited on by Hebe, daughter
of Zeus and 'Aiwa, who was cuphearer to the gods, Ithena, who was
clever in all the arts, was the master weaver and made all the cloth
for the gorgeous robes the immortals wore. Hephaestus was In charge
of making weapons and armor for the gods and of building diet,' houses.
The gods would sometimes find a favorite among men and would
do ail sorts of wonderful things for him. But it did not take much to
anger them, and when they were angry they were almost always revengeful.
Indeed, they were very much like great spoiled children, fond of having

temper tantrums. The only difference, of course, was that the des
truction they caused when they did this was terrible, because of their
enormous strength. Besides having favorites, each god was the protector
of . certain groups of people on earth. Zeus, for example, took care of
guests and strangers. Being rude or unkind to a stranger was the same
thing as being disrespectful to Zeus, and anyone who did this was only
asking for a terrible punishment.

Every now and then it happened that a god or goddess would fall in
love with a mortal man or woman. In fact, many of the great heroes
like Achilles and Heracles that live among men had immortal blood in
them. Like men, gods were sometimes made to look foolish, and when
this happened men could laugh at them, just as they might laugh at
another man. They found the continual quarreling of Zeus and Hera
very amusing indeed. At the same time, it was well for them to remember
that they owed the gods a great deal of respect and honor. So the gods,
except for being immortal--3.iving forever without growing oldand except
for being very powerful, were in many ways exactly like men, and by
no means perfect.

PROMETHEUS BRINGS FIRE TO MAN

Unlike his cousin Zeus, the great Titan Prometheus never lost his
temper when things were not going well. It was his nature to be kind and
patient. If he was displeased with something, his first impulse was not
to destroy it but to try to correct it.
Whenever he had the chance to help someone, he was more than
glad to do so. He had helped Zeus in the war against the Titans, his own
people. Years later he had done Zeus another favor by opening up
Zeus's skull to relieve the mighty haadache he had before Athena was
born. It was not surprising, then, that Prometheus should want to help
mankind. But some of the gods, and especially Zeus, regarded this
goodwill with suspicion. When Prometheus decided to give man a
nobler shape and a better mind than the other animals, since Epimetheus
had foolishly given away everything else that was good, he was only
trying to make up for manes lack of strength and outer protection.
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Although this race of menthe men of the Golden Agelived and died
before Zeus became king of the gods, Prometheus made the men of
later ages the same way, and Zeus was not altogether pleased at this.
When he had made the men of the Silver Age, Prometheus thought
of another way in which he could help them. Ever since he had helped
et Athena's birth, he and this goddess had been great friends, and she
had taught him many of the arts and sciences which were her special
responsitertity as Goddess of Wisdom and of Arts and Crafts. She taught

hire medicine, architecture, mathematics, and ether eeefel tleiree,
and he in turn taught them to men, wishing only to help them better
themselves. But instead of being grateful and content, these men
grew proud of their accomplishments and their knowledge. And, as is
so often the case, even with men today, the more they had the more
they wanted. This enraged Zeus.

"Look what you've done, " he said angrily to Prometheus. "If you
had taken my advice, you'd have left them alone. But ro, you had to
go down and teach them things they have no business knowing. Now they
think they're so clever they don't need the gods. Well, I'll show them''
"They only need someone to show them how to use their new knowledge

wisely, " Prometheus said,

But Zeus would not lieen. He brought the Silver Age to an end
at once with a great flood. Besides destroying all the men on earth,
this flood broke up the great northern land masses which had kept back
bitter winds, icy rains and snow. Now the earth saw something new:
a cold season every year. The new men Prometheus had made to take
the place of the men of the Silver Age were not equipped for this harsh
weather. They suffered and they complained. They could not understand
why the gods who had put them on earth refused to help them, and they
grew bitter.
"These are no better than the others, " said Zeus, scowling blackly.
"It's getting to be very tiresome, but there's only one thing to do: get
rid of them and try still once more.

But Prometheus was against this

"You haven't given them a chance, " he told Zeus. "Try putting
yourself in their place: they're cold and many of them are hungry.

And we could do something about that without much trouble, if you would
allow it. "

"Now you keep out of this, " began Zeus, losing his temper as usual,
when someone disagreed with him.
Prometheus took no notice of him.

"If they had fire, for instance, " he said, "they'd have nothing
more to complain about."

"Absolutely not
shouted Zeus, flying into a terrible rage. "Do
you think I don't know what that would mean? Not only would they be
able to live in comfort, they would soon discover how to use it to heat
metal. They'd have tools and weapons and money in no time. I won't
destroy them--yet. But I won't help them either. Let them Buffet,
it's no more than they deserve. "
And he went off muttering,
"fte
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Prometheus knew it was no use arguing for Zeus could never see
any side but his own. Still, something had to be done, and at last he
decided to take matters into his own hands. He went to Athena and
explained how things stood and then he asked her help. She readily
agreed, and together they went to the home of Delius, the Sun, where
they lit a torch at the great fiery chariot in which he drove across the
sky each day. Then, bidding Athena farewell, Prometheus left Mount
Olympus, knowing it was forever, and went down to earth, where he gave
the fire to man. First he lit a great central fire, and then he set to
work teaching men how to start new ones. It wasn't long before a fire
was burning in every home.
Back at Olympus the gods were having a great feast, enjoying
themselves heartily and paying little attention to what was going on down
on earth. Suddenly- Hermes came into the
bringing news of what
Prometheus had just done.
"Not only has he lit fires for men, " he told them, "he has shown

them how to make fire for themselves by rubbing two sticks together."
As Zeus listened to this his face grew black with anger. But even
in his fury he knew tat the damage was done; he could not call back the
fire. There was now nothing to do but wait and see what use man would
make of his newest and greatest gift. But he swore to be revenged on
Prometheus.

THE PUNISHMENT OF PROMETHEUS

When Zeus fully realized what Prometheus had done, he flew into
a passion of rage. For a while he was so angry he could scarcely speak,
As soon as he recovered himself, he ordered Prometheus to be seized
and carried to the Caucasian Mountains. There he was bound with unbreakable chains to a huge rock, and a vulture was sent to eat at his liv er
all day long. Whatever the vulture managed to eat during the day grew
back again in the night, so that there was no end to Prometheus' suffering.
When this had gone on for some time, Zeus sent Hermes down to Prometheus with a message. Hermes perched on the rock some distance from
the clawing of the great vulture, and said,

"Father Zeus is more than willing to let you Fp, on one condition:
tLat you tell him who will be the mother of the child that it is said will
someday overthrow him."
Zeus had heard the prophecy that he would one day be overthrown
by one of his own children. But only Prometheus, with his power to
see into the future, knew who the mother of that child would Lie.
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But Prometheus only shook his head. He had done many favors
CAr Zeus, and Zeus had not repaid him kindly.

"No, " he said at last. "To give in to him now would be as much
as admitting that he was right and I was wrong. That is not true.

Let him do what he will, but I will not tell him what he wants to know. "

When Zeus heard this, he could hardly control his rage. But there

was nothing he could do.

PANDORA'S BOX

After a time Zeus decided that if he couldn't make Prometheus
talk he could at least take out some of his anger on man. They dad,
after all, accepted the fire Prometheus gave them. Accordingly, he
had Hephaestus make a beautiful creature in the shape of a woman,
Each of the gods and goddesses gave her wonderful giftsmusic from
Apollo, beauty from Aphrodite, cleverness in the arts from Athena,
persuasion from Hermes,
from Artemis, and 'many others.
She was therefore called "-Pandora"
'Pandora" or "An-gifted. "

Zeus then sent her to Prometheus' simpleton brother, Epimetheus.
Prometheus had warned his brother not to take anything from Zeus,
but naturally Epimetheus did not remember thisuntil it was too late.
He was dazzled by Pandora, married her at once, and for a while they
were happy. ''''ut it was only a short while.
As it happmed, when Prometheus and Epimetheus were making
the perfect ',den of the Golden Age, they used only good things and shut
all the plagues and mischiefs and sorrows up in a big box. Prometheus
kept this box safely for a long time, but as soon as he foresaw that Zeus
was about to take revenge on him, he gave the box to his brother, saying,

"The time has come when I can no longer guard this box of evils.,
I must go away for a long time, and I am going to have to leave the box
with you. Now put it in a safe and secret place and guard it well*"
Epimetheus assured his brother that he could ioe trusted.
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"Don't worry about a thing, " he said heartily.
my life!"
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But, as might have been expected, Epimetheus simply put the box
la a corner and forgot about it. When he rearried Pandora it never occurred
to him to warn his bride to keep away from the box. But Pandora, like
most of the women who came after her, was extremely curious, and
as soon as she saw he box she couldn't rest till she knew what was
inside. So one afternoon when Epimetheue was out, she stole quietly
to the box and, in great excitement, lifted the lid a crack, In an instant
the room was filled with a horrible, buzzing black cloud, as all the
loathsome contents escaped into the air.
Among them were Old
Age, Sickness, Envy* Revenge, Worry, Pain, Greed, Hate, and all the
other evils that rob life of beauty and joy and peace. And before Pandora
could slam 'down the lid, the ugly creatures were gone, free to roam
the world and plague humankind, which they have done ever since.
From that day forth the lot of mankind has been neither a happy
nor an easy one. But Prometheus, foreseeing the day when someone
might mistake my open the lid of the box, had put one good thing inside:
Hope. It is this which, even today, helps men bear the sorrows and
miseries that he must live with

DEUCALION AND Tim FLOOD

After Pandora had opened the box, the evils ethich she let go entered
into men. They became wicked and hateful, complaining even more than
the men of the Silver Age did. They lied and stole and killed. They
turned against friends and even against their own families. But worst
of all, they forgot to honor the gods. They stopped praying, and indeed
the only time they mentioned the gods was when they were hurling curses
at them for one reason or another.
When Zeus looked down from Heaven and saw what things had come
to, he determined to wipe out the mire race then and there. But Athens
said to him,
"Why not wait a while for once before losing your temper? Go down

to Earth and have a closer look. Perhaps you will find another, lees
destructive* way to mend =eters. "

Zeus said that he doubted it, but he agreed to wit the earth before he
did anything to mankind. Disguised as a weary traveler, he made is
way from home to horned from city to city. Only in a few places was he
taken in, and there he was served the worst fot...4 and drink oflohat the
family had to offer -- inc Ildy bread, spoiled meat. and our wine. But
in most places he was dr' 'en from the gates with stones and curses,
By the time he returned o %pews he was so furious that no one

not even Athena -- could change his mind.
"If only you had seen what have seen, " he shouted to the
assembled gods and goddesses, you would not be so anxious to save

the race: This is the worst yet and I've had enough of it
to finish them off, and I'm going to do it right now'. "

I'm going

And with that he seized a great thunderbolt. But before be could
throw it Athena and Apollo caught his army.
"If your mind is quite made up, " Athena said, "then p ahead.
Destroy the race. But you'd better not use fire to do it.'
Then Apollo reminded him of the prophecy that le._is
et
would one day go up in flame.

are right, " said Zeus. "There are other ways. Water
will do as well as fire."
"You

And calling Poseidon, he ordered him to loose the waters of
all the rivers and seas upon the land. He himself sent rain driving
down from the skies in great sheets. . Homes and entire cities
were swept away or buried beneath the waves. Most of the people
were drowned, and those that escaped soon died of hunger. At
last the only thing that remained above the water was the topmost
peak of Mount Parnassus in northern Greece.
Now it happened that Prometheus had a son named Deucalion,
who had married a woman named Pyrrha, the daughter of Epirnetheus
and Pandora. These two had managed, in a world full of wickedness
and evil, to remain good and god-fearing people. Shortly
before the flood Deucalion had journeyed to the Caucasian Mountains
to see his father, who was still chained there. It was then that
Prometheus had warned his son ofkwhat was about to happen.

"There will be a flood, a great flood, " he said gravely, "and
this race of men will be wiped out. .'rut I think that if we are clever,
Father Zeus will spare you and your wife, for you are different
from the others; you have not behaved as they have."
Then Prometheus told his son to build a large wooden chest
and store it with food, and then to get inside with Pyrrha. Thus
it happened that, after it had rained and stormed violently for nine
days and nine nights, it suddenly stopped, and a big wooden chest
came floating over the water and bumped into the top of Mount
the only dry land on earth. The lid opened, and
Parnassus
out stepped Deucalion and Pyrrha. Although they were both badly
frightened by their expetience, they at once fell to their knees and
gave thanks to the gods for having saved their lives. When Zeus
heard this he took pity on them and caused the waters to slowly
down. Seeing more and more dry land appear, Deucalion and
Pyrrha began to explore their surroundings and before long they
Pyrrha

45came to what had once been a temple of Themis, the Titan goddess of
justice. They went in, picking their way among the muck and ruins
left by the great flood, No fire burned on the altar, but they began
to pray.

"0 Thesis, " they said, "if anything may be done to bring back
life to the earth, tell us what is is. We will gladly do it."
fristuri +hes eavArlasec arniret
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"Go out of my temple. Cover your heads with veils. Then
cast the bones of your mother behind you."

At this Deu.ealion and Pyrrha were great:i.y troubled. In

the first place, they each had a different mother. In the second
place, their mothers were both dead and buried far away. And even
if this were not true, they knew that mistreatment of the dead -- such
as mclesting their bones angered Zeus almost more than anything else.
Eut at last Deucalion thoug, of something.
"It means Mother Earth, " he said excitedly. "She is the
mother of everything.

"But what about her bones?" asked Pyrrha.
"Stones, " Deucalion answered.

And with that they veiled their heads and set about picking up
stones and tossing them over their shoulders. As they did this the
stones softened, became warm,mand took on human shape, becoming
men or women, depending on whether they were dropped by Deucalion
or by Pyrrha. And in this way a new race of men was begun.
PHA ETHON

Phaethon's mother was named Clymene. Some say she was a mortal
woman, some say she was a nymph. But it is:. agreed that Phaethon's
father was the son of the Titan Hyperion; Helius, the. Sun himself.
For a long time Phaethon did not know who his father was, and his
friends often teased him because of this. At lest Pre went to his mother
and begged her to tell him the name of his father.
"Very well, my son, " Clymene said, "it is timeriyou knew, for your
father is a vemy great person and yen should be proud to be his son.

He is Helius, the Sun, who lives in a magnificent, golden palace
behond the eastern edge of the world. Each day he drives his fiery
chariot across the sky, giving light to the world. And each night
he drops into the western sea, where a boat takes him around the River
Ocean to his palace in the east. You have seen him often, but you did not
know he was your own father."

Phaethon was both surprised and delighted to hear this. At once he
went and told his friends. rut they only laughed and teased hit., more than
before. At this Phaethon was very angry.
"Mother, " he said one day, "I am going to go and see the Sun. at
his palace. My friends will not believe he te really my father. Perhaps he can give me some proofs so that they will stop laughing at me. "
fin %ft ether eel: nut, with hi= nntozhar'a hleaming fen the ga.(1t.4%rn
edge of the world. As he travelled the sky grew brighter and brighter
until at last he was standing before the most radiant palace he had ever
seen. Everything sparkled and shone end glittered so brightly that he
had to shade his eyes with his hand. Slowly he made his way inside and
toward the great throne room. The Stri was sitting on a glorious
shining throne with a crown of dazzling light upon his head. Phaethon
squinted hard, for the brightness nearly blinded him, and approached the
throne.
"Helius, " he began as bravelyaas he could, "my mother has told me
that I am your son. If this is true, I am very proud indeed. Butted,.
my friends laugh at me and think I am not telling the truth. That is why I
am here: itf I am your son, Id beg you to give me some proof of it."

At this Helius smiled, and said,

"Yes, A is true. You are my son, and the grandson of Hyperion,
the first God of Light. And if my words are not enough to convince you,
ask a gift -- whatever you want most -- and it shall be yours. This
I swear by the River Sty,
Phaethon did not hesitate a moment. He knew exactly what he

wanted.

"Father, " he said, "let me drive your chariot for just one day.
Even before I knew I was your son I wanted to do that, and now at lest'
my wish has come true. "
As soon as he heard that, Helius was sox for his foolish promise,
for he knew that no one but himself could drive that fiery chariot without being destroyed.
"My son, my son, " he said, sadly shaking his bright head. "You do
not know what it is you ask. It would be the end of you for certain,

for not even great Zeus can manage that chariot and those horses.
They are wild and dangerous and the road is longer and steeper than you
think. I beg you to choose something else."
"No, " said Phaethon stubbornly, "this is the only thing I want; if
I don't want anything, and I shall have to return without
I can't have
any proof that you are really my father. 1'
For to long time Reline pleaded with high Re knew that his only
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hope was to make Phaethon change his mind. Simply to refuse to grant
his request was out of the question, for he had sworn by the sacred River
Styx, that runs through the Underworld, and not even the gods could break
that kind of oath.
"Phaethon, " he said in despair, "you only came here for proof that
I am indeed your father. Do you not find xny fears for your safety the
best proof yea could have?"

But Phaethon would not give in, and at last it was too late to argue
any more. Dawn was already strewing the eastern sky with roses and
the Morning Star was leading the other stars home to rest. Sadly Helius
took his son by the hand and led him to where the great fire-breathing
horses, pawing and stamping in their impatience to be off, were hitched
to the shinirg elatiot. Phaethon climbed in, more excited than he had
ever been before, and took thekreins.

"Now," Helius said, "you must stay in the path which you will see
before you. kRemember that the horses will be hard to hold, but you
must not for any reason let go of the reins. This whole adoeinture
is against my will," he sighed. Is there still nothing I can say to make you
change your mind?"
There was nothing. So at last the bars were let down and before
Phaethon knew what was happening, he found himself streaking across the
sky far above the earth. The horses knew at once that something was
different; their load was lighter and the reins were not held as firmly
as usual. They went faster and faster, swerving from side to side,
and terrifying their young driver.
"I can't guide'them, " he thought in sudden panic. "My father was
right: "

He forgot what he was doing and let go of the reins. Then the horses
went completely wild. First they charged up and up, nearly setting the
clouds on fire. Next they plunged toward the earth, scorching trees
off mountain tops, drying up rivers and strearne, setting whole cities
ablaze. The world was on fires Phaethon could not see this, for the smoke
was so thick it blinded him. Hot cinders blew against him, burning every
inch of his body. No words can describe the terror he felt.

Finally Mother Earth, charred and smoking, cried out in pain to
Zeus,
"Look; Don't you see what is happening? I am burning now,
but Heaven will be next unless you do something. quickly. "

Zeus, awakened from a nap by the smell of smoke, heard Mother
Earth's cry and saw that there was no time to lose. Seizing a
thunderbolt, and throwing Helius a sorrowful glance, he aimed and
hurled it. The lightning hit its mark. Phaethon was killed instantly and
fell to earth, blazing like a shooting star. The river Eridanus caught

1

put out the fixe, and cooled his charred end blistered body,. He was
buried nearby by some tenderhearted nymphs.

When his sisters, also children of the Stu, came to visit his grave,

they wept so wildly that the gods took pity on '..hem and changed them

into poplar trees, which even new weep amber-colordd tears in memory
of their daring but rash brother, Phaethon.
HERACLES

Heracles, the son of Zeus and a mortal woman named Alcmena
was the strongest man in the world. In fact he was so strong that he came
to think of himself as behig almost like the gods. But there were two
important differences. In the first place, although nothing on earth could
kill or even harm him, the phwer of the gods was still greater than his own.
And in the second place, although his great physical strength was matched
by a great heart, it was in no way matched by a great mind. He was not
a clever thinker land he often made disastrous mistakes. But afterwards
he was so sorry and so willingkto do anything to make up for them that people
could not help but forgive him.
His mother Alcmena lived in Thebes and was the wife of Amphitryon,
a great Theban general. She was not merely another of the many mortal
women with whom Zeus just happened to fall in love. Rather, Zeus was
looking for an ideal woman to be the mother of the child who would someday
be the hero of the world. Alcmene. was the one he finally chose, and he
appeared to her in the form of her husband, so that she suspected nothing.
When she gave birth to Heracles, she at the same time gave birth to another
baby, Iphicles, who was the son of her husband Amphitryon. It was naturally
thought that the babies were twins, and the difference vas:, not discovered
until later.

When Hera found out about this, she was furiously jealous, as usual,
and there sprang up within her a great hatred of Heracles which lasted
as long as he lived on earth. Then and there :Jae determined to send
upon him a long line of troubles. Her first chance came late one night
when she looked down from Olympus and raw that Alcmena had put her
children in their cradle a:ad had gone to bed herself. The house was
dark and quiet. Seeing this, Hera called forth two huge serpents with
shiny blue scales and fi-e darting from their eyes.
"Go down to' Thebes,' she said, "to the house of Amphitryon the general.
Go into the nursery and see that you don't come back till you, have destroyed
the larger of the two babies you will find sleeping there.'

At once the serpents obeyed But no sooner had they raised their
horrible heads above the cradle than the babies awoke. Iphic les screamed
in terror, but Heracles reached out, Fat abhand around the neck of each
serpent, and strangled the life out of them as easily as he might scoop
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up a handful of pebbles. His mother, hearing a scream from the nursery,
came as fast as she could, but by the time she got there the danger was
past and she found Heracles sitting up in bed, laughing and playing with the
long, limp, blue coils of the dead serpents.
As Ibrac les grew older, it became clear that the thing in which he
was chiefly lacking was self-control. Like his father Zeus, it took very
little to make him lose his temper. Once when he lost patience with his
music teacher, he hit the man with his lyre
a natural enough reaction- but because of his tremendous strength, the blow killed the teacher.
Another time he accidentally killed a young boy who was serving him
at a feast by stretching out his arm without first looking to see if there
was anyone in the way. After a few of these incidents his foster father,
Axnphitryon, sent him off to a cattle ranch where he would be less likely
to cause trouble -- accidental or otherwise.
When Heracles was eighteen years old he left the ranch and returned
to Thebes, where he found a war raging between the Thebans and the neighboring Minyans. At once Heracles threw himself into the battle and before
very long long he had managed to put the enemy to flight. At hthis the
Theban king was so grateful that he gave Heracles the hand of his
daughter Megara in marriage.
Because he was Zeus's son and a great hero he was favored
mos¢ of the other gods, and when he was married they gave him gifts:
a swasei from Hermes, a bow and arrows from Apollo, a team of horses
from Poseidon, a golden breabl-plate from Athena, a helmet from
Hephaestus, and from Zeus a wonderful unbreakable shield. But in spite
of these gifts, Heracles rarely wore armor, and as for weapons, h
preferred the huge clubs which he cut himself from wild olive trees.

Hera, as might be expected, gave him nothing. She had never forgotten
her hatred of him, and when he had been married only long enough for
his wife to bear him three strong sons she suddenly and without warning
drove him. insane. The madness lasted only a short while, but it was
long enough. One moment he and his wife and children were sitting
together talking happily of this and that, end the next moment Heracles
leaped up, his eyes blazing crazily, and with a mighty roar seized his
sons and then his wife and tore them limb from lirrib. The instant this
was done he came to his oenses again and could not believe his eyes.
"Oh, what can have happened?" he cried. "V /ho has done this
bloody deed?"

He could not remember doing it himself. When he learned the truth
he was beside himself with horror.
"Then I must he punished, " be said, weeping bitterly, "and shall
punish myself. I did not know what I was doing, but it is no excuse.
I kaave committed the worst crime a man can commit. Here I stand,
covered with the blood of the ones I loved best. And here they lie at my

feet"
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to kill himself in the most horrible way he could think of. Several days
later, however, he reappeared and announced that he was going to
Apollo's oracle at Delphi to find out what punishment the gods wished him
to have.
"If you wish to be forgiven for what you have done, " the priestess
at Delphi told him, you must go to your cousin Eurystheus, King of
iVlycenae: and de wbeitewer hes 1, alra of rut, For what yc have done is
a terrible thing and the godo are greatly displeased with you. "

Heracles obeyed at once, and the tasks which Eurystheus set him are
what Heracles is most famous for. They became known as the Twelve
Labors of Heracles. Among them are the killing of the Lernian Hydra,
xd dImenlagnAglrefAlot aer'Stables,
fetching of the huhe and terrible
three - headed dog Cerberun from thethe
Underworld, and the quest for the
Golden Apples of the Hesperides.
The Lernian Hydra was the offspring of two repulsive monsters,
one a creature with a hundred heads, and the other a half-woman, half
serpent. The Hydra itself had a huge dog-like body, nine heads, of which
one was immortal, and a foul poisonous breath, It had been brought
up by Hera, who meant to use it one day to destroy lieracles. It lived
Li a swamp in Lerna. Eurystheus ordered Heracles to go to Lerna and
kill the Hydra.
Taking his nephew lolaus, son of his half-brother Iphicles, along as
his charioteer, Heracles set forth and soon cane to the Hydra's den.
He first shot several flaming arrows into the cave to enrage the Hydra,
and before long the hideous monster rushed out, all nine heads hissing
furiously,, k Heracles approached, holding his breath, and began to
attack the Hydra with his great oliveood club, trying to smash all
nine of the heads. He dodged about, retreating a little every now and then
to get a brea1,h of fresh air. His blows were so powerful that each time he
hit a head, he knocked it off the ugly neck and sent it rolling like a ball.

But soon he discovered that whenever he knocked off a head, two new
heads grew in place of the one he had knocked off, and both snapped at
him with their poisonous fangs. Then Heraclee lost his temper.
"Now I've had enough, " he shouted "I haven't got all day. Here, "
he said to IolauS "bring me some burning branches and let's have done

with this,. "

lolaus did as he was told, and Heracles, his club in one hand and a
firebrand in the other, first struck off a head and then quickly burned
the root so that it could not grow again. When he had finally knocked off
all the other heads he smashed off the head that was immortal and buried
it beneath a large rock.

Eurystheus was far from pleased with Heracles' success at performing almost impossible tasks he seeder him. He found himself wishinz to
give him a task which would be not only difficult but disgusting and humiliating as well. At last he though of just the thing. Augeasi King of Elis,

,
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had the largest cattle herds in the world -- thousands and thousands
of cattle. :Out their stables had not been cleaned out for many years,
and although the cattle themselves were not troubled by this, the
neighboring nountryside was rank with the smell. Eurystheus told
Heracles of this, saying,
"You must clean these stables, and what's more, you have only one
day in which to do it, "
And Eurystheus laughed to }-1--nself at the thought of Heracles, up
to his knees in the filth, shovelir.b away as if his life depended upon

Out Heracles was not in the least discouraged. He went straight to
the Augean Stables and looked over the situation. Then, having thought of
a solution, he made two openings in the walls, and set to work channeling
off two nearby rivers so that they would run through the stables and
wash out all the filth. When this errs done he returned the rivers to
their proper channels and went back to Eurystheus, well pleased with
himself. He had cleaned the stalles in one day without actually having
touched the filth. Eurystheus was very angry that his scheme had not
worked out, and after a time he found another task for Heracles, an
extremely dangerous one which would carry him down into the Underworld,
where Hades ruled the Dead.
"I want you to fetch me Cerberus, " He said. "Go down to the Underworld and bring him back here. I want to see him. "

Cerberus was the terrifying three-headed dog who guarded the
entrance to the Kingdom of the Dead. He allowed all dead souls to enter,
but permitted none to come out again. By this time, Heracles was
very weary from his Labors; kind Zeus, seeing this, sent Athena and
Hermes to be his guides and companions. They descended into the darkness
of the Underworld with him and sought out its grim ruler, Hades, where
he sat on a great black throne beside his wife Persephone. Hera ales
spoke to htne boldly.

"I have come, " he said, "for your dog. I must take him to the
upper world. This has been required of me and I have no choice. "

"If you can do what you propose to do, " Hades answered after a
long silence, "using nothing but your bare hands, then you have my

permission to try.'

"Very well, " said Heraclee, "just as you wish,. "
And with that he went to where the dog was chained. The monster
leaped furiously at him, snarling and snapping with three great heads,
hem dripping from his 'mouths. apt Heracles strode boldly up to him
and seized hint by the neck, choking him with his powerful grasp.
Cerberus snarled and growled savagely from his three mouths and gnashed
his three sets of teeth, but in the end he wore himself out and Heracles
was able to carry him, chains and all, back to the upper world and to
Eurystheus.
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As soon as Eurystheus taw that Heracles actually had the monster
on his back and was coming near the throne, he was terrified.
"Get hire out of here, " he shouted. "Yes, yes, I can see that you've
brought him, just as I asked. Now take hint back'. I don't want him:

So Heracles had to make the journey to the Underworld a se coed
time and return Cerberus to Hades.

Perhaps the most difficult of the Twelve Labors was the search for
the Golden Apples of the Hesperides. Besides being difficult, this task
led Heracles into other adventures along the way. The Apples themselves
had been Hera's wedding gift from Mother Earth, and Hera had later given
them to the Hesperides to guard The Hesperides were the beautiful
daughters of the Titan Atlas, who had been doomed by Zeus to stand
an a lofty mountain forever and hold up the enormous weight of the sky
on his great shoulders.
"Bring the Apples to me, " ordered Eurystheus, "don't come back without
them or it will go hard with you.

Heracles set off at once, but because he did not knowitrhere the
Apples were to be found, he first went to consult the ancient sea-god
Nereus, who was also a prophet. Heracles found him aeleep on the shore,
and without delay he seized him and would not le4go, even though the
god began at once to change shapes, turning into one .frightening beast
after another. But at last he gave up and agreed to tell Heracles where
the Golden Apples were and how they could be gained.
"The Hesperides are the daughters of the Titan Atlas, " Nereus said.
"They live in a beautiful garden belonging to Hera, which lies at the very
western edge of the world. You can gar there yourself, but if you take my
advice, you will instead go to Atlas and ask him as a favor to get the
Apples for you. He will do so if you will in the meantime hold up the sky
for him"

Heracles thanked Nereus and went straight to the mountain where
Atlas stood, his huge shoulders bowed beneath he enormous weight
of the heavens, his shaggy head wreathed in clouds.

"Atlas'. " Heracles shouted to him. "I am Heracles, son of Zeus.
I have been commanded to fetch the Golden Apples of the Hesperides for
King Eurystheus, and it ie Apollo's will that I obey."
Atlas shrugged his shoulders slightly, shaking the sky a little and
dislodging several stars which fell as flaming meteors to the earth below.
"Not even a son of Zeus can get the Apples of the Hesperides, "
said Atlas in a slow , heavy voice that rolled about the mountain like
thunder. Only I, a Titan and the father of the Hesperides themselves,
can get there - "

"Well, " said Heracles, "if you will do this for me, I will hold
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up the sky ftcr yoti.witild.yoa go to the Garden. Probably you would like
a little exercise after standing in one spot for so many centuries."

Atlas et once agreed, and Heracles, striding up the mountain till
he stood beside Atlas ot. the summit, braced his powerful legs and carefully
shifted the weight of the sky onto his own shoulders.

Atlas, relieved of his'burden stretched himself mightily and said,
"What a wonderful feeling it is to stand straight again and move

around.

"Don't forpt our bargain, " said Heracles uneasily. "You had better
get started for the Garden."
So Atlas, grumbling a little, strode off toward the western-edge
of the world, covering miles at each stride. Quickly he was out of sight,
and Heracles settled the sky more firmly on his shoulders and waited.

Several days later Atlas's great form could be seen agala in the Weet,
:apidly growing larger as he came near.
"Well, " said Heracles, as he eyed the three beautiful GoldettApples
that he saw in Atlas's hand, "I'm glad you are finally back! This load is
getting too heavy, even for me. Now, if Jou will come up alongside me
for a moment, we can trade places again and I can take the Apples to
Eurystheus.

"Oh hot " said Atlas. "Not so fast, my friend. 1 haven't tasted
freedom for hundreds of years, and I Won't give it up so easily as you may
think. I will take the Apples to Eurystheus and you, My fine friend, can
stay right where you are. "
On hearing this, Heracles became furious. But for once in his life
he saw that he would have to control his temper. This was one tome when
his great strength was of no use to him. He would have to try trickery.

"If that is the way -it must be, " he said, a calmly se poesible,
very well, then, I agree. Eta would you be so kind as to take the sky
back for just a moment while ltiput a pad on my shoulders? They are not
used to so heavy a burden."
Atlas saw no harm in this and took back the sky. But the instaat
he had done so; Heracles picked up the Apples and was gone from sight
before the Titan knew what had happened.

On his way back to Eurystheus, Horacles passed through the land of
King Antaeus of Libya. This king, a son of Poseidon and Mother Earths
would waylay passers-by and challenge them t* a wrest:IW match.
But this was a trick, for whenever Antaeuo touched the -earth Vie. gaiaed
strength, and so he always overthrew leis opponents and thee ;OS then).
and used their skails to help tile the roof Of temple he wasp Wilding to
his father Poseidon. No spener had he Seen Heraeles than fie -challenged

him to a match and Heracles accepted. But they had not been struggling
together long when Heracles noticed Antaeus purposely falling down
on the ground without being knocked down, and getting up with fresh
strength.
"1 ha' . So that's it, " he thought.

And suddenly: he picked Antaeus up, held him off the ground until
he was as weak as a baby, and then killed him easily.

A little farther on he came to the Caucasian Mountains, Where
Prometheus was still chained and still tortured by the great vulture
which was feeding on his liver. Heracles looked on him with pity, for he
had heard of this great Titan's suffering, and he decided to do something
about it. Drawing his bow, he shot and killed the monstrous bird. Then
he ripped apart the chains and set Prometheus free. After this Heracles
had no more trouble, but returned straight to Mycenae and gave Earystheus
the Golden Apples he had asked for.
It was some time after he had completed the Twelve Labors that
Heracles fell in love with a young girl named Deianira. k As it happened,
the ugly but powerful river-god Acheloos was also in love with her, and
took every opportunity to insult Heracles. At first Herac les ignored
these taunts as well as he could, but there came a day when he could
stand it no more, Taking his huge club, he gave Achelous such a terrible
beating that it was all he could do to drag himself home. Then Heracles
was free to marry Deianira.

As they were traveling about the country after their wedding, they
came to the river Evenus, where the Centaur Nessus offered to carry
Deianira across, Centaurs Were a race of beings who looked like men
from the head to the waist but had the body and legs of a great horse.
Heracles accepted Nessus's offer, put his wife on the Centaur's back,
and Owans across the river himself. But as he reached the other side he
heard Deianira screams and looked up to see Nessus trying to run away
with her. Heracles snatched up his bow and put an arrow into Nessae's
heart. The Centaur groaned and fell over on the bank, but before he
died, he whispered to Deianira,
"Save some of my blood. It works as a love charm. Use it if you

ever think your husband no longer loves you. " So while Heracles was not
looking she filled a little vial with the blood of Nessus and hid it to use it
the future if she needed it.

Heracles and Deianira were happily married for many years but by
and by Deianira grew jealous, especially of some of the women prisoners
Heracles sent home when he was fighting in wars. At last she decided the
time had come to use Nessus's charm. She rubbed some of the blood on
a new robe and gave it to Heracles. But no sooner had he put the robe on
than he felt as if he were on fire. His skin began to blister and turn black,
his flesh started to burn. The pain was more than he could bear.
Deianira, as soon as she saw how cruelly Nessus had tricked her, was
so horrified at what she had unintentionally done to her husband that she
hanged herself.

Heracles, In the meantinie., siish02 about Nice a Madman, 'howling
in agony and trying to4tear off the robe.. .,,EtuOt stuck fadt and he only

succeeded in pulling hide tiieetii ót Itesh fitiin his bones. When he saw
that he niu$t die; he ordere-4,a gnat fpneral pyre to be built on the ,very
top of Mot'Oeta. Vt'hen it
ready, b:'e1ibea 114and-'611,eacoitt-fo" the

fire, to-144'llt, fur h wu reacyio iecorzie

aan4 Cid lilfi giuff7e0ctig.
',1outigiihetihedo

But no on cou1J brfug Ithmail$16110
pass br,toóI ptyon getiatlea atiejout4-toiitii:to it. In gratitude
Heraeles gave him his bow and arrows. The shepheNt's name was Failocteter.
and he made good and noble use of the gift of Hera-cies some years later
in the Trojan War.
=

, and,
hidden by :this,Aoud;',Zeus liffe4 iIe ~eon ittcto 04y*tius.--i 'lief-444S bitter

'Asihe Ore wenttiv -in fliili!ie .13.;: great aoio of sflie

at first, but in tine- 4114 for tvimatirett ot:IletaditSfettit even went so
far a'tó let WM -Marry her daughter !Ube. Thus began lieraciesi
life among the immortals and ended his life on earth, where he was
worshipped soon after his death as one °Utile gods,
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Norse Ptoried
"The Making of the World"

(For selection beginnizg "Eight hundred years ago.. 'II and ending
....and tho woman Erablas," see Hamilton Wright Mabiess "The

Making of the World" from Norse Stories Retol.....,u(1
From theLdtah
New York, Dodd, Mead, &Zra",7:Wir"Tp. 401Z-1"Hymer's Caldron"

(For selectipn beginning "Aegir, 'the sea God, lay on the rocks.4..91
and ending ''...perish himself in its poisoned jaws." see Olivia Fs

Coolidge's "Hyraer's Caldronufrom jessad......s
of theXat4 Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1951, )

"rhe Fenris Wolf"
(For selection beginning "Thou g)a Lott; the fb'e god,. 6 " and ending
",..earth would perish utterly. see Olivia E. Coolidge's "The
Pearls Wolf" from Legends of t....he 11Tor1, Houghton Mifflin Co., 1951.)
"Thor and the Giant King"

(For selection beginning 'Thor and Loki in a goatadrawn chariot. 0 0 *
and ending "...the long, dusty plains to the sea." see Oliv%
Coolidge's "Thor and the Giant King" from 1...delfis of the North

I1

Houghton P41:flirt Coe, 1951, )

" Baldur, .the Beautitil"
(Foy;-

selection beginning "Arise, .great prophetessi...." and ending
.....lightof a brighter sun, h see Olivia E. .Cooliclgels`taldurethe

Beautiful" fromo

Houghton Mi

n Co 1951, )

"The Twilight of the Gods"

(For selection see Padriac Calm's' "The Twilight of the Gods" from
The Childre

Farm

The -MacMillan Company, 1920 beginning "Snow

quarters......." and enctivh...spread themselves over
the (*.M..",our
pp'*. 276482.Y
"The Beginning of the Skagit World"

(For se4ection beginning -"In the beginnin& Raven and Mink?... "
ending '
we do .not.lcrow.."
Falas Ric arks, ..The BoOnning
of the Skagit World" from India
ends the Pacific Neda_veS,
Barkeley:. Ur t1.3; of Calif
ess, 95 pp:713§701117.

;
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"How Coyote Made the Columbia River"

(For
sole on beginning "Long ago* when Coyote .." atm! ending
ti
and down the river there." see Ella E. Crirk "'low Coyote
Wads, the Columbia River,' from Indian Le ends of: th Pacific Northe
weal, Berkeley: Univ. of Catifo
ress 195 p 8
"The Bridge of the Code

.

ion beginnin "Long ago, when the world was young,
For selection
and ending
as the Cascades of the Columbia." see
Ella E. Clark's "The Bridge of the Gods" from Indian. Le ends of
the Pacific Northwest Berkeley: Univ. of California ess, 953

pi7:MM=

"How the People Got the Sun"

(For selection beginning "Robert E. Lee, a Quillayute,... " and
ending "...but he is no more, see Ella E. Clark's "How the People
Got the Sun" from Indian Le ends of the Pacific Northwest Berkeley:
Univ. of California ress, 953, pp. 151401 2c,
"How Coyote Brought Fire td 'the People

(For selection beginning "At the beginning of the world,

" and

ending " they heated their houses." see Ella E. Clarks "How
Coyote Brought Fire to the People" from Indian Leeds of the
Pacific Northwest Berke/est: Univ. of Cal olir73-1.-Iwnia Press, 153,
eiglarrrE§a )
"How Beaver Stole the Fire"

(For selection begiuning "In the early days.. t.. " and
ipwe
can get it from wood, " see Ella E. Mires 'Mow. Beaver altole the
Fire" from Indian Lei ends of the Pacific Northwest Berke v:

Univ of

o

v

y

=mess, 1113po 89,==

"Mount Shasta anti the Great Flood"

(For selection begiming "The Indians of the Pacific Nortikvirezte
and ending ". .8,rib:till people on the earth. " see Ella E. Clark's
"Mount Shasta and the Great Flood" from India Le ends of the
Pacific Northw c, Berkeley:. Univ. of Ca"
ess, 1 5
e)
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